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On the basis of this report the viral video ‘A fishy first date’ has been produced. It is available 
online on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONyoGJsgrx8
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Our project is aimed at gaining sufficient knowledge of a target group, mainly Copenhagen 
teenagers between the age of 14 and 17 to sufficiently address them with the viral video 
campaign. In our report, we are approaching the problem of sexual transmitted diseases and 
condom use among our target group. Our research is designed through a focus group interview, 
to elucidate how the target group produces meaning and makes sense of topics related to sexual 
transmitted diseases, condom use and viral videos. The focus group interview provides us with 
data that we analyse with an analytical tools derived from our theoretical understanding of Sense 
– Making and Experience Economy. Based on the analysis, we have identified six themes that 
are central in the production of our viral video. 
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1. Introduction 
The aim of this report is to gain sufficient knowledge of a target group, mainly of Copenhagen youths, 
which comprises of teenagers between the age of 14 and 17, to adequately address them with a viral 
video campaign. Our campaign is built upon problems related to the lack of using condoms and the 
spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)1.  
 
The reason for choosing viral marketing is due to our pre-understanding that the targeted group 
produces meaning through the viral video and shares them through social networking in order to raise 
awareness to problems related to the spread of STDs.  
 
In this introductory chapter, we will be giving an account of the choice of the topic of STDs, including 
our area of interest and the issues that are considered to be part of our problem field in connection to 
the viral video, leading to our cardinal question and sub questions. 
 
1.1 Sketching the Field 
In recent years there have been several discussions and publications on the topic of STDs in Danish 
society2. The focus has been concentrated on the lack of use of condoms as the primary means of 
prevention to avoid infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS, Gonorrhoea or Chlamydia.  Chlamydia is 
the most common diagnosed disease in Danish youth society3 and can entail serious consequences such 
as sterility in women (Knudsen, 2007:13). In fact, statistics from the Danish National Serum Institute 
reported that in 2007there were about 7000 young women and 2500 young boys aged between 15 and 
19 diagnosed with Chlamydia (Statistical yearbook 2008, Table 184). 
  
Currently, the Danish media4 has engaged in another discussion on the subject of STDs, highlighting 
that the problem still exists and seemingly there are some specific societal aspects to the causes of this 
complicated health problem. In addition to the very liberal Danish policy on sex5, there seems to be a 
                                                
1 From here onwards, sexually transmitted diseases will be referred to as STDs.  
2 Unge skal vide mere om sex, http://jp.dk/indland/article1648423.ece, last accessed: 24.05.2009 
3 Især unge bliver smittet med Klamydia, http://www.sexogsamfund.dk/Default.aspx?ID=4005, last accessed: 27.05.2009  
4 http://www.metroxpress.dk/dk/article/2009/05/28/09/2117-83/index.xml 
5 Problematizations and Path Dependency: HIV/AIDS Policies in Denmark and Sweden, 
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=1712379, last accessed: 24.05.2009 
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lack of education on the subject of STDs. Recent statistics even suggest that there are gendered 
diversities concerning knowledge about contraception in relation to STDs. Thus, females tend to be 
more aware of the risks involved when having unprotected sex (Knudsen, 2007:91). 
  
Although several campaigns have been launched to raise awareness on the subject with an intention to 
decrease cases of STDs, the current statistics barely show any remarkable results.6 
 
In consideration of the past ‘ineffective’ campaigns to reach this group of society in a proper and 
effective manner; we therefore decided to start off our own study concerning the problem of condom 
use in relation to STDs. 
 
In connection to our common interest, our aim is to produce an innovative viral video campaign, 
edutaining
7 our target group about this seemingly consistent health problem in Danish society. Along 
with producing a viral video campaign in coherence with social investigations about our target group, 
we share the ultimate intention to eradicate the cleft between the tabooed use of condoms and our target 
group as they are about to make their sexual debut.  
 
We chose to solely target teenagers in Copenhagen aged between 14 and 17 as we detect a certain 
societal pattern showing that the age for sexual debuts has lowered notably during the previous 
decades8. Connected to the legal age of consent, we thus desire to address young people who are about 
to make their sexual debut or who just commenced their sexual unfolding.  
 
Our study will be initiated by a focus group interview inspired by the theoretical outlines of Bente 
Halkier. We intend to gain qualitative data from our target group concerning three overall aspects 
connected to condom use: 
 
1. We wish to know about their actual use of condoms – if they use them or not and what it entails 
to use them (pro and contra) 
2. We wish to know about their access to condoms – (are they easy to buy? etc.) 
                                                
6 Sexsygdomme i tal, http://www.sexogsamfund.dk/Default.aspx?ID=4014, last accessed: 24.05.2009 
7 Edutaining is referring to educating as well as entertaining at the same time. 
8 In the Ung2006 report, about 77% of the teenagers aged between 15 and 21 have already had their sexual debuts 
(Knudsen, 2007:37). 
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3. We wish to know about their knowledge about contraception (exclusively condoms in relation 
to STDs) 
 
To process the data retrieved from the focus group interview, we will establish our own analytical 
framework combining Sense-Making theory by Brenda Dervin and Experience Economy theory by 
Joseph Pine and James Gilmore. Additionally, we will account for our selection of viral video 
campaigning through the distribution channel which will consist of social networking, viral marketing 
and the overall phenomenon of Web 2.0.  
 
Ultimately, we strive to launch a viral video campaign, with the aim to dissolving the problematic issue 
of not using condoms among 14 to 17 year olds in Copenhagen. 
 
1.2 Problem field 
Our project is rooted on the Danish media interest and awareness to the constant problem of STDs 
among youths in Denmark. Statistics show a higher percentage of males than females who lack 
information and knowledge about condom use in relation to STDs (Knudsen, 2007:84). This conflict 
puts into question whether sexual education in the Danish school system is sufficient, and if there are 
still too many taboos related to condom use and sex in general. Although there are many arguments for 
using condoms, we chose to exclusively focus on condom use as a mean of prevention for STDs. 
Deriving from the aforementioned statistics; infectious diseases affect and endanger the life quality of 
young people (long term effects etc.). Hence, we feel a need to revise the communicative methods in 
regards to educating this exposed group of citizens in an effective way/mode. 
 
1.3 Cardinal question 
How can teenagers, between the age of 14 and 17, be addressed with a viral video campaign 
considering their Sense-Making of condom use and STDs? 
 
 
1.4 Sub questions  
1. How do teenagers make sense of sexually transmitted diseases and of condoms use?  
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2. What characterizes a viral video campaign targeting teenagers? 
 
1.5 Structure of the Report 
We commence the report with an outline of the two theories that form the theoretical framework of this 
project. In the same chapter, we also include an outline of the distribution channel focusing on Web 
2.0, online social networks and viral marketing. The chapter ends with a concluding section, in which 
we present how the theories and the distribution channel are interrelated and how they are used later in 
the interview analysis.  
 
Secondly, we elaborate on the method used to conduct the focus group interview which is related to the 
case of sexually transmitted diseases and condom use, including the theories. There is then a follow up 
on the validation of our empirical data and an outline of our interview guide. Thirdly, in Chapter 4, we 
develop analytical tools based on Sense–Making and Experience Economy theory. The analytical tools 
are used for analysing the focus group interview leading to a sum up of some main points/aspects. 
Those main points are central in the production of the viral video which is in a CD attached to this 
report. In the conclusion, we are answering the cardinal question and the sub questions. It needs to be 
said that the conclusion does not end the project, but sets the stage for the foundation of the production 
of the video. The report ends with a detailed outline of the production of our viral video including a 
creative brief and a storyboard of the viral video. 
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2. Theory  
In order for us to develop an analytical tool to analyze the target group’s Sense-Making process, we 
will first give a brief account of Sense-Making theory and how it connects to our case. Secondly, we 
will give a brief account of the Experience Economy, and thirdly, we will discuss our distribution 
channel on how we will distribute the video via the Internet.  Finally, we will combine Sense-Making 
together with the Experience Economy and Viral Marketing which will form our own analytical tool.  
 
2.1 Sense-Making methodology 
The Sense-Making methodology started its development in 1972 by Brenda Dervin. The purpose of the 
methodology is to break previous communicative campaign methods that generally tried to sell the 
message without including the audience in a dialogue. What Sense-Making strives to achieve is to 
make sure that everything in the campaign (the research, the design, the implementation etc.) is 
communicated to the audience communicatively (Dervin and Frenette, 2001: 72). This means to make 
sure that the audiences’ everyday life and experiences, and how they interpret it, is taken into 
consideration at every step of the process.  
 
According to Sense-Making methodology, the way to communicatively communicate is to move 
attention away from nouns of interest, and instead, focus on verbs (Dervin and Frenette, 2001: 72). The 
focus on verbs opens up the possibility of a dialogic communication with the audience. For example, in 
the scope of this project, a focus on nouns could mean that the lack of using a condom will bring 
sexually transmitted diseases. A focus on verbs could mean that one group will share that they did not 
know of it, another group will share that they have never used condoms, and nothing has ever 
happened, a third group may share that they hate to buy them, and thus choose not to use them etc. This 
leads to the central point in a Sense-Making approach, which is ‘[…] understanding the sense that 
audiences have made and unmade as they move through their life experiences […]’ (Dervin and 
Frenette, 2001: 73). It is done through what Dervin and Frenette call two intersecting requisites. The 
first one states that the only way to gain access to life experiences of the audience is to actively invite 
them to describe that world, and understanding it on the basis of the audiences own premise; from their 
own understandings and meaning productions. The second one states that it is imperative that the 
power relation between the researcher and the audience in the research situation is tamed. The 
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researcher is explicitly positioned as dialogically involved in the information-seeking process (Dervin, 
2003: 144), therefore, it is vital that as a researcher, one is conscious of self-reflexivity due to the fact 
that all humans involve each other in the Sense-Making process.  
 
In order to understand the audience and their understanding of what it is meant by using condoms and 
thereby eliminating the chance of catching any STD, as researchers, we need to also make sense of 
‘their personal creating of sense’ (Dervin, 2003: 255). Sense-Making allows researchers to use their 
own observation as well as the observation of others to make sense and construct their version of 
reality. Researchers cannot presuppose the impact of messages but rather let the audience define how 
the messages have impacted them. We, as researchers, are going to partially use Sense-Making to write 
the interview guide and let the audiences’ Sense-Making of the messages that have impacted them to 
retrieve the information. The focus of Sense-Making is not the arbitrary meanings created but rather the 
context within which these meanings are created and understood (Dervin, 2003: 254). We are aware 
that, we are creating the context; however, the informants also bring their sense of reality, how they 
construe the context within which they are situated, their knowledge and meanings to the foreground. 
Sense-Making construes the information received from audience as their own point of view which 
gives an idea of how receivers bridge the gaps as everything in the world is not connected and things 
always change.  
 
‘Sense-Making sets explicitly to develop theoretic understanding directly useful to practice; to be, in 
effect, a theory of practice’ (Dervin and Wernet: 2003: 290). It is the individual human being that 
constructs and acts out the communicative behaviours in order to create meaning. For our target group, 
meaning is constructed by attempting to make sense of their experience (with sex) and bridging the 
gaps (the lack of knowledge about condom use and STD).  
 
2.1.1 The Sense-Making model 
Sense-Making is designed to serve as a tool for understanding the communication practices and the 
making as well as unmaking of sense by which individuals interpret the reality of their worlds (Dervin, 
2003: 147). The reason for using Sense-Making is to not get our message in the individual’s heads but 
rather using their knowledge on interpreting reality and incorporating that into the campaigning. In 
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order to measure the making and unmaking of human interpretation of the world, one needs to 
incorporate all of what has been mentioned above into a model:  
 
• That Sense-Making is situational and will be predicted by situational conditions.  
• That the gaps seen at a specific moment by an observer will depend on where that observer is in 
time-space and how he or she sees that time-space. Thus, different observers will see different 
gaps.  
• That even supposing two people see the same gap, the ways in which they bridge that gap will 
be different depending on where they are in time-space, where they have been and where they 
are going (Dervin, 203: 256)  
 
Dervin describes these three points to be core elements of the Sense-Making model and defines them as 
situations-gaps-uses.  
 
‘Gaps are where the individual sees something missing in his or her sense. New sense is 
created when the individual sees a gap as bridged. Uses are the ways in which the 
individual outs the newly created sense to work in guiding his or her behaviour’ (Dervin, 
203: 256).  
 
All of three points above will be useful for our study in the way that it will open the audience to relay 
messages that are situational, meaning that they will elucidate meanings or messages that they may 
have experienced at a certain time in their lives.  
 
2.2 Experience Economy 
This section briefly outlines our treatment of Experience Economy prior to an actual account of the 
conceptualisation of experiences. Following the very faceted theoretical treatises by B. Joseph Pine II 
and James H. Gilmore, we deduce certain aspects of Experience Economy leading to the establishment 
of an analytical framework for the processing of our empirical data. 
 
Experiences become treated in different ways when incorporated in this particular theoretical aim. In 
our case, we adapt some essential aspects from the theoretical outlines within Experience Economy, 
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where we treat the potential viewers of our viral video in a bilateral perspective. First, we look at the 
immediate role of our audience. In this respect, we treat them as a group of young people who aspire to 
be someone or something different (Pine et al.: 1999: 172), from a common sense perspective 
reflecting upon Danish societal tendencies. Furthermore, we look at their actual role within our 
campaign. Here we see them as part of our product as we wish to affect them to transform their 
behaviour towards the use of condoms and their attitude towards STDs – we want them to become 
different. It is underlined that experiences are considered to be as distinct from services as services are 
from goods (Pine et al., 1999: 2). This means that experiences cannot be measured or implied in the 
production of certain goods or services. Rather they are considered as aspects of subjective perception 
in regards to the consumers of these random sets of goods and services. One has to bear in mind 
though, that staged experiences both can have a positive and a negative character. Thus, we frame our 
understanding of the way how Experience Economy is driven to the latter aspect of striving to affect 
the ‘customer’. The ultimate aim, for the actual service providers in this respect, or in our respective 
situation, the role as campaigners, is to add specific value to the experiences, which become ‘planted’ 
in the individual consumer.  
 
Using the term ‘planted’ is solely a metaphor for the psychological aspect to these theoretical 
considerations. As Pine and Gilmore significantly point out, ‘… companies stage an experience 
whenever they engage customers, connecting with them in a personal, memorable way’ (Pine et al., 
1999: 3). Though, the partaking of an individual in an experience often requires something that lasts 
more than a memory, something beyond that any good, service, or experience alone can offer (Pine et 
al.: 1999: 164). Within the theoretical commoditization of experiences we may frame the essence of the 
latter in a well known utterance: “Been there, done that!” Consequently the economic strive becomes 
to stage a life transforming experience for the consumer to personally engage in (Pine et al.:1999: 165).   
  
Memorization becomes the essence within the economy of experiences - it is the sustainable and 
innovative value of particular experiences that becomes staged by ‘companies’. This is necessary in 
order to engage consumers in personal ways with a view to their subjective sets of sensory perception. 
At the very core of these memorable experiences, in an economic perspective, lays the intention to 
expand the level of entertainment. Entertainment though becomes a vast state of psychological affairs 
coherent to certain ‘genres’ of sensory perception. In regards to our particular research, we strive to 
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educate our target group about the use of condoms in an entertaining way, coherently unfolding as 
‘edutainment’.  
 
With a reflective view to our intentions setting the stage for the viral video campaign, we aim at 
spinning off the effect of giving our target audience a meaningful experience, which they will talk 
about with others. In this way, they become opinion leaders or even ambassadors for our campaign, and 
hopefully spreading the message (Boswijk et al., 2007: 63) – a message that hopefully achieves to 
trigger our consumer’s individual desire to transform their habitual behaviour towards condom use and 
STD in a positive unfolding.  
  
The conceptualization of experiences  
In addition to our understanding and treatment of Sense-Making theory, it becomes inevitable to 
elaborate on the way experiences are perceived and how individuals understand the world around them 
in a time and space continuum. In this respect one coherent theoretical approach has been propounded, 
dealing with the actual process of experiencing. In relation to our own research, this particular process 
becomes essential as we intend to produce and launch a viral video campaign on the premises of our 
target groups’ experiences in proportion to condom-use and STD. Thus, this chapter deals with the 
concept of experience in a subjective perspective, with a view to the connectedness between 
experiences and the individual production of meaning in a psychological context. Consequently, from a 
theoretical point of departure, the subjective process of experiencing commences with the biological 
process of sensory perception (Boswijk et al., 2007: 19).  
 
Considering the latter, experiences are deeply connected to senses which become stimulated when 
confronted with certain impressions, as for instance the communicative means in our viral video 
campaign. Accordingly, these impressions lead to psychological (and physical) emotions like joy, fear, 
anger and the like (Boswijk et al., 2007: 19). Regarding the concept of Experience Economy, these 
emotions are considered the key to developing meaningful experiences. The subjective mental 
processing of meaningful experiences thus becomes the ultimate strive in this particular theoretical 
approach within the vast field of experiencing. 
 
Intending to stress the connectedness between sensory perception and the giving of meaning through 
the process of experiencing, there are certain aspects of the concept experience to consider. In that 
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connection the term ‘experience’ requires a brief account as it actually entails a bilateral conception. 
Opposed to the English language, the German language provides a distinguished elucidating 
terminology of experience as an ‘Erlebnis’ and as an ‘Erfahrung’. Respectively and in terms of 
Experience Economy, we hence differ between a reception of sensory impressions, stimulating our 
emotions consciously, and an unconscious interpretation of those impressions in light of earlier 
experiences (Boswijk et al., 2007: 21) – the latter unfolding as a recognizable set of meanings that 
already determine the subjective perception of the world around. 
 
The objective of this particular process of experiencing is ultimately the giving of meaning triggered by 
the sensory perception of impressions – the subjective cognition of a meaningful experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: The process of experiencing 
 
Furthermore, emotions determine both whether or not change is worthwhile and the individual’s 
readiness to take action (Boswijk et al., 2007: 22). In this respect, emotions manifest themselves 
through feelings, expressive behaviour, motivated behaviour and physiological changes. Thus, an 
experience (Erlebnis) becomes ‘… an immediate, relatively isolated occurrence with a complex of 
emotions that make an impression and represents a certain value for the individual within a context of 
a specific situation’ (Boswijk et al., 2007: 22). 
 
With a view to our particular intent to investigate our target groups’ experiences with condom-use and 
STDs, we conclusively need to consider their emotions on these objectives. In this context, it will 
become evident to shed light on the word feeling as coherently rooted in the concept of emotion: ‘A 
more or less independent complete perception that refers to the acceptance or non-acceptance of an 
object or situation’ (Boswijk et al., 2007: 23)  
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Subsequently, in order to be able to engage our audience on an experiential level, we thus need to 
identify their pre-understanding and experiences related to the dialogue about condom use in relation to 
STDs.  
 
By using the Sense-Making theory along with experience economy, we are able to determine how these 
teenagers view their world regarding what kind of experiences they have with sex and condom use and 
STDs as well as their experiences with how they make sense of viral campaigns.  With our analytical 
tool we are able to analyze our focus group data in six themes, which will allow us to interpret how 
much value teenagers place on their experiences. By understanding how to relate our focus group’s 
experiences to designing an effective viral video campaign, we can create a video, which will be 
memorable to these teenagers so they wish to share the experience with their peers.  
 
2.3 Distribution Channel 
In order to spread our message of our video to teenagers, we have chosen the Internet as the medium to 
distribute our video. In fact, the Internet is a global network of computers where users are capable of 
sharing information using several services such as the World Wide Web. In this section, we are 
approaching three services of the Internet related to our strategic campaign for making sense among 
teenagers of using condoms and preventing themselves from STDs. Those three services are divided 
into three sections: Web 2.0, Social Networking and Viral Marketing. 
 
The Web 2.0 section will explain the characteristics of the web and how it is necessary to distribute our 
video through this medium. Web 2.0 gave rise in popularity to social networks and viral marketing as 
the Internet shifted to a read and write platform where users could easily communicate with one 
another via social networking.  Social networking gives an account of us building a common arena for 
the target group’s network, in order to expand their personal and public connections around the topic 
and bridging the taboo. We are using viral marketing as the medium for our campaign. In that part, we 
explain the requirements of the content of the video and how the message should be constructed as we 
acknowledge the fact that our target group is a segmented audience in their teenage years.   
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2.3.1 Web 2.0 
The Internet was always meant for its users to read and write on it, but the web was primarily a read 
only medium for most users unless they understood how to manipulate text on the web using hypertext 
mark-up language (HTML), which was the standard Internet language at the time (Mika, 2007: 21). 
However, as technologies advanced with the introduction of AJAX-based developments made the 
Internet more flexible to adaptations from users and the Internet evolved to adopt a different set of 
usage patterns which Tim O’Reilly coined as “Web 2.0”9. This shift opened the Internet to be more 
accessible for many users who could easily write or modify the medium without having to learn a new 
language. By creating a more open environment where the community can easily participate in, web 
2.0 allows users to easily share ideas or build various communities.  This was characterized in the 
sudden popularity with blogs and wikis as well as growth in online communities such as Friendster, 
where people could easily connect with their friends and share information on the Internet (Mika, 2007: 
23). With the rise of sharing information such as bookmarks via websites such as del.icio.us,  pictures 
within communities on the Internet via websites such as flickr.com, or videos on websites such as 
YouTube.com there also was a growing need between users to organize the information in an easy 
manner (Mika, 2007: 23). This organization came in the form of tags which users can specify keywords 
in order to better classify information of a digital nature, whether it is a website, photo, or video clip 
(Anderson, 2007: 9). By allowing users to organize digital objects with tags, it allowed these digital 
artefacts to be categorized using collabulary (a collective vocabulary) (Anderson, 2007: 9) making is 
easier for the users to understand. In our project, though we might not know the current slang words for 
what Danish teenagers would say for sex or STD, we have the option for our users to categorize our 
video using these tag words which would make the video easier to search for and accessible to these 
teens.  
 
The main characteristics of Web 2.0 can be summed up with the following five characteristics (Phipps, 
2007: 1):  
 
1. The Web as a platform 
2. An architecture of participation 
3. Data consumption and remixing 
                                                
9 What is Web 2.0 – O’Reilly Media http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-
20.html?page=1 last accessed: 26.05.09 
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4. A rich interactive, user-friendly interface 
5. Elements of social networking 
 
These characteristics were compelling enough for us to use the Internet as our medium for distributing 
the video as it allows us to reach any Danish teenager who has been sent the link to our video either via 
a social network or another forms of communication over the Internet such as e-mail.  By using the 
web as a platform, our video can be easily seen on any computer which has been pre-configured to use 
the Internet. As long as our video is hosted on a respected, popular website such as Facebook or 
YouTube, which already has a pre-existing architecture of participation, where users can easily give 
their opinions on the video and send it to their friends as well as being able to easily search for the 
video using tags such as:  “Denmark,”, “condoms”, “STDs”.  
 
Since 94% of Danish youth10 between the ages of 16 – 24 use the Internet at least once a week, we feel 
that the Internet is the most appropriate place to deliver the message as it is a popular medium. As well, 
these abovementioned websites also already have elements of social networking as users can easily 
interact with other members in their online community. Through these websites, messages are spread 
quickly via methods such as viral marketing as users can easily comment or share the video with their 
friends. 
 
2.3.2 Social Networks 
Social networking websites are arenas for people to construct and maintain their online friends’ 
community. They are also the perfect arenas for viral marketing using Web 2.0. With the growing 
influence of websites such as Facebook and YouTube, users tend to share information based on the 
same interests or common activities making social networking the perfect sphere to effectively reach 
our target group. 
 
In order to build a strong social network community with our viral video, we are keeping the focus of 
our video within the frame of edutainment. In fact, the success of the edutainment genre of a campaign 
has been proven since the 1930’s, during the marketing of spinach with Popeye eating spinach (Tufte, 
                                                
10http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=STAT/06/146&format=HTML&aged=1&language=EN&guiLan
guage=en Last Accessed: 26 May 2009 
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2005: 159). The campaign was aimed at selling spinach, and the Popeye cartoon saved the industry, 
because Popeye became the model ‘for many children in the US who had changed eating habits and 
begun eating more vegetables, spinach in particular‘(Tufte, 2005:159). 
 
Edutainment can be defined as ‘the intentional placement of educational content in entertainment 
messages’ (Singhal & Rogers, 2002:117). It is therefore aimed on one side to educate the audience by 
broadcasting messages about behavioural changes and on the other side entertain by raising emotional 
involvement towards the audience. The involvement of an audience is a consequence of active 
persuasion (Sood, 2002:157-158) that can be drawn through four aspects of audience involvement: 
 
1. The referential reflection being the relation between the audience and the media through their 
personal experiences. 
2. The affectively oriented interaction being the audience members’ identification with characters 
involved or any other significant characteristics of the media program. 
3. The cognitive oriented interaction being the extent to which after paying attention to the media 
program, the audience is continually thinking about its content. 
4. The behaviourally oriented interaction as the extent to which individuals are talking to or about 
media characters. It is also the degree to which individuals are making plans or time in their 
schedule to view the media program. 
 
Our video is based on those four aspects by using outputs from the focus group interviews and by 
viewing other viral videos related to the topic of use of condoms and STDs. It is our aim to achieve a 
good level of persuasion, in order to produce Sense-Making on individual behavioural level and 
beyond a social behavioural level in our target group. 
 
Social networking websites can be used to expand personal and public connections. It can also be used 
to build a community over a media entertainment. Several researches have been made in order to 
investigate the exposure to social networking websites. In September 2008, an American association 
called The National Agency, made a research on youth response to online social networking. It was 
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discovered that over 60 % ranged between the age 13 and 17, have profiles on social networking 
websites (Davies & Cranston, 2008: 5). Such a huge percentage can be explained by the fact that young 
people consider social networking as part of their social (inter)activity. We also have to consider the 
fact that people aged between 13 and 17 are Digital natives, meaning that they are born in the digital 
age, and therefore are quick in adopting the social networking websites in their daily lives. In Denmark, 
one of the most famous social networking website among teenagers is called “Arto”, referring to 
www.arto.dk. The site was launched in 1998, and had at the end of the year 2005, an estimated number 
800.000 profiles, with about 85% of Danish teenagers (Larsen, 2007:2). Most of its members are using 
it to create and maintain their friendships.  
 
On the other hand, social networking websites can be used also to share media content such as viral 
videos being our aim by means of our campaign on condom use and STDs. Our theoretical approach by 
using social networking is based on a cyclic model detailed in Figure. 2 in which teenagers use the 
video as a community shared content.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Figure 2, the left depicts the power young people are giving to the viral video, and on the other 
side, the power by which the video affects people through its edutainment content. The Experience 
Economy represents the sensory perceptions and the emotions related to the daily life experience. 
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Figure 2. Our model for social networking using Sense-Making and Experience Economy 
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Sense -Making is on one side the educational and entertaining meaning that surrounds the video. In 
order words it is establishing a direct relationship to our audience, by communicating with them. On 
the other side Sense-Making is the meaning given by our young audience to the video. The meaning 
forms the base of the network that grows as long as the targeted group can relate to the video through 
their experiences.   
Such model could evolve into a wider interaction of: 
Video content – Teenagers 
Teenagers – Video content 
Teenagers – Teenagers 
 
The growing of the network focuses on the interaction through the message about the use of condoms 
and STD prevention. In the two first interactions, there is a mutual contribution of the video content 
and the teenagers in the interaction. The first depicts a contribution of the video being the starting point 
of the interaction. Such interaction can evolve and centres the teenagers as the starting point for another 
interaction, as shown on the second. The Teenagers – Teenagers interaction is the social networking of 
teenagers where the video no longer plays a starting or ending role in the campaign, but teenagers 
instead. It is the point where the taboo is bridged. Same as the Popeye campaign for promoting spinach, 
teenagers are no longer only a receptive audience or only an active audience as it shows respectively in 
the two first interactions. Rather, they are a proactive audience or an audience around a common arena 
that shares and expands the network with our video on the topics of condoms’ use and STDs’ 
prevention. 
 
2.3.3 Viral marketing 
The commonly used proverb by many people is that, in love and war everything is allowed. However, 
we would suggest a minor alternation: In love, war and marketing everything is allowed. In many 
ways, marketing can be viewed as a war. The basic principles are still the same, but the weaponry and 
battle techniques change every day.  As in a war there is a decline of extensive and expensive tools, 
similarly in marketing the aim is to find more effective and affordable, intensive methods of 
advertising.  
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Viral marketing is one of those intensive new weapons in the warfare of marketing. Its greatest 
advantage is using pre-existing social networks such as e-mail, ICQ and Facebook, where the 
information is spread. With these types of media and active participating receivers, who later-on 
become senders, the spreading of information has an exponential character with minor or non-
additional expenses. 
 
However, the main principle of this kind of advertising is also its major problem. “The idea must be 
something very intriguing, compelling, what someone would want to try, or something that is in some 
way self-evidently desirable.”(Silverman, 2001: 106) 
 This idea helps to formulate some of the main characteristics of viral marketing: 
 
1. It must be extremely easy to try 
2. It must be possible to try immediately 
3. It must be possible to try without risk 
4. The very use of the product exposes new people not only its desirability but also its trial 
mechanism (Silverman, 2001: 106). 
 
There are multiple reasons for why the viral approach is chosen. Not only is it relatively inexpensive, 
but also it can sometimes be more believable than standard adverts, allowing us to incorporate 
emotional appeal, as believability of the message is mostly influenced by source. In the viral scenario, 
the receiver becomes a sender (forwarder) and if the campaign is not branded, for some it is rather 
easier to connect credibility with the forwarder of the message.  
 
The biggest advantage of viral marketing (using pre-existing social network) is unfortunately also the 
biggest risk. As there is no such thing as guaranteed coverage or hit rate of the message, and the 
success of the campaign fully depends on the attractiveness of the content. The attractiveness of the 
viral content is extremely influenced by the “black-box effect11” of marketing, meaning that no matter 
what quality of incoming information goes in the box, there is never a guarantee that the effects of this 
combination are going to be desirable. 
 
                                                
11 The black-box-effect means that you know the input of data information but the output is always unpredictable to a 
certain extent.  
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Building-up a fire 
Viral marketing can be compared to a forest fire; firstly, there must already exist a forest to be burnt. In 
our case, this forest represents various social networks, which contains member of our target group. 
Secondly: we need a source of ignition, our message (video). The quality of the message will determine 
if the forest will catch on fire or not. Thirdly: there is a wind, the wind represent all unpredictable 
factors that influence spreading of fire (message), the direction in which it spreads as well as speed of 
spreading. With all these external factors, it is very difficult to guarantee a successful viral campaign. 
On the other hand, we can analyze particular methods and features of previously successful viral 
campaigns and use them to our advantage. 
 
David Meerman Scott, an online thought leadership and viral marketing strategist describes in his e-
book “The New Rules of Viral Marketing: How Word-of-Mouse Spreads Your Ideas for Free” among 
other describing the best ways how to use YouTube for viral campaigning. Some of those tips are listed 
below (Scott, 2008: 24): 
 
1. Video should be no longer than three minutes (preferably shorter) 
People watching video tend to have very short attention span and it is very easy to click away from our 
video if it is not interesting. This would result in our inability to the deliver message. Therefore, to keep 
the viewers attention, the recommended length of the video is between thirty seconds and two minutes.  
 
2. Making descriptions clear and specific 
The critical component of video is a title. The key is to use descriptive language that people will use 
when they search for similar video. It is also important to use correct categorization on YouTube so 
people can find it. 
 
3. Series of similar videos build interest 
One of the most effective approaches in viral advertising is creating successful series of videos around 
the same concept. In other words, to create a concept that captures the main idea of the campaign but 
allows various creative executions. One of the best examples would be campaign for company 
Blendtec called “Will it Blend?”, where the campaign contains  mutiple videos incorporating the same 
theme of trying to blend various object (such as iPod, Golf balls or cubic zirconia). We hope that our 
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analysis will provide us with sufficient data which will allow us to create a similar series of concept, 
despite our original plan to produce only one independent video. 
 
4. Tell everyone about your video 
To ensure that there will not be dead silence after publishing our video, we should consider every 
possible measure to make it visible. This could be done by posting links on various web sites, media 
rooms, mentioning the video in email or offline newsletters, or even creating the video links as a part of 
our email signature. 
 
5. Make sure bloggers know about the video 
Sending bloggers a link to our video or commenting on other people's blog content (including our own 
video link) is referred to as being a very good way to build audience. The blog topics should of course 
be relevant to our campaign and we should avoid spamming. 
 
The most successful viral ads and campaigns are based on shocking effects, humor, visually compelling 
content or edutaining content. In connection with our product, we will be facing a major 
problem/challenge which would be how to present STD with entertaining content in a way, which 
would not decrease seriousness of our message. 
 
2.3.4 Combining the theories 
By creating a compelling product such as a video based in viral marketing strategies and the theory of 
Experience Economy, we are hoping to evoke a certain meaning to our viewers that exceeds their 
expectations and delivers a meaningful experience.  By allowing the informants to allow their way of 
making sense of certain situations and experiences, our theoretical base for the purpose of the 
investigation will eventually have the following effects:  
 
1. Customers who have the meaningful experiences will spend more; they buy more goods and 
services or decide to do business with the organisation in connection with a new meaningful 
experience. 
2. Customers who have the meaning experience talk about it with others. In that way, they act as 
ambassadors for the organization and bring in new customers. 
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3. The meaning experience has news value; thanks to the event, the organization gets ‘free 
publicity’. The communication effect of this is great, while having few if any distribution costs 
(For example, broadcasting time, advertisement space) are involved (Boswijk et al., 2007:  63). 
 
Such effects only increase the success of our campaign as it shows that by providing our customers 
with a meaningful experience they will be more willing to create an economy where our customers will 
trade having a meaningful experience by watching our video with spreading the video to new 
customers, such as their friends and others.  
By making a connection with our customers, we will have an established customer base that would be 
more willing to see the other videos in our campaign and thus make it easier to market our video. 
Sense-Making allows constructing sense out of the world and Experience Economy allows us to use 
that sense making to personalize and make that experience tangible by means of viral marketing. 
Hence, combining Sense-Making and Experience Economy with viral marketing will result in 
increasing the chances of success for our viral video campaign. As Boswijk et al. said, ‘The goal of 
customers is to obtain a solution for problems, or better yet: they want to experience a contribution to 
the way in which they decide how they want to lead their lives’(Boswijk et al., 2007:  51).  
 
In our case, we would want to provide a solution to our customer’s problems by educating them with 
our viral video regarding STDs and condom use.  In order to create a meaningful experience, we first 
conducted a focus group interview targeting how teenagers make sense of condom use and STDs, we 
are able to accurately respond to what our target group understands and thus we can and deliver a 
solution that would target our target group’s understanding, which is to help prevent the spread of 
STDs.  
 
The intention behind using the two theories, Sense-Making and Experience Economy is to tie our 
analytical framework to the method of reaching our target group. The method of how we aim to 
accomplish the actual data collection will be elaborated on in the next chapter. 
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3. Methodological Approach 
In the following sections, there will be an account of this project’s methodological approach. Firstly, 
there will be a brief account of the qualitative method, and what it entails for the study to have such an 
approach. Secondly, there will be a description of our focus group interview, and the considerations 
made in connection with that.  
 
3.1 Qualitative method 
In this project, we have chosen to apply a qualitative method, namely a focus group interview, as a way 
of researching our cardinal question. In this context, qualitative method is a useful tool to produce data 
about how social individuals/groups produce and interpret knowledge and constructions of meaning of 
their world. This project will use a social constructivist approach to qualitative method. This approach 
implies several noteworthy points when performing the study and the analysis. It implies a specific 
understanding of, firstly, that reality is characterised by our (mankind’s) realisation of it; secondly, that 
societal phenomena are (re)produced through social process; thirdly, that the individuality of a person 
is not born by nature, but constructed through social processes of self formation; fourthly, that all 
knowledge is an interpretation of reality; and lastly, that social processes are constituted through social 
interaction. (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004: 349-353) This implies directly to our study, how the actual 
interview design is angled, i.e. the questions will attempt to include the context in which the 
constructions of meaning happened. Furthermore, this approach influences how the analysis will be 
carried out, namely with the knowledge that we as researchers are a part of the narratives that are 
created in the interview situation, as well as a following reflexion on our role as co-producers 
(Järvienen and Mik-Meyer, 2005:15). Since we are considered co-producers as well as interviewers, we 
are allowed freedom to think freely rather than having the constant concern of “manipulating” the 
interview. It is important that we reflect on our own participation, and what it does for the interview. 
Therefore, this report will contain a section on critical standpoint towards our own involvement in the 
interview situation. 
 
3.2 Focus group interview 
It seems relevant to do a focus group interview with the target group since such an interview will 
provide us with information on how the target group creates and negotiates opinions on the issues at 
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hand such as what type of viral video campaigns do they prefer as well as their understanding of sex, 
sexually transmitted disease and their use of condoms.  
 
Selecting informants 
When doing a focus group the first place to start is to getting informants in the focus group, which has 
been done by contacting a local gymnasium (high school), Københavns Åben Gymnasium. Through a 
contact with a student counsellor at the school, we gained access to a class (1st year of high school). We 
approached the students of the class and requested if any of the youths would be willing to participate. 
The number of informants should be no less than six in order to ensure a diverse spread in opinion. In 
order to have a fair representation of the chosen demographical variables, at least 6-8 focus groups 
would be needed with 6-10 informants. According to Schrøder et al. academic researching can get 
away with using fewer numbers of focus groups as the data required for the analysis should be enough. 
The gender distribution should preferably be equal, as to make sure that the opinions uttered are 
diverse. As Halkier points out that, ‘the informants address each other, comment on each other's 
opinions, ask for support based on each other’s experience and discuss and negotiate with each other’ 
(Halkier, 2006: 49). 
  
The following is a brief summary of the details related to the focus group interview: 
 
Planned interview
12 
Number of participants: 9 (5 males, 4 females). 
Actual age of participants: 15-18 years 
Location for interview: Københavns Åbne Gymnasium. 
Planned duration: 2 hours. 
 
It is our pre-understanding that the target group form opinions on the issues dealt with, through a social 
interaction, with their family, and especially with their friends which is why a focus group interview 
will be valuable to the research. The informants can talk, share experiences and social pre-
understandings, which we as researchers would not have access to, through semi-structured individual 
interviews. It will provide us with ‘[...] knowledge about the complexities of meaning constructions 
and social practices [...]’ (Halkier, 2006: 17, our translation). Furthermore, our pre-understanding of 
                                                
12 Further elaboration on the actual executed interview in the Critique of the Focus group. 
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the way the target group forms opinions on the issues is also what lay the grounds for the choice to 
ensure that the informants in the actual interview know each other. As it ensures that the data produced 
is a well-founded representation of the target group’s social production of meaning, through a network 
of friends. 
 
Location  
In the process of arranging the focus group, there are several key elements that have to be taking into 
consideration. We have already addressed who should be in the focus group and how many informants 
we need; the next step is to consider where this focus group interview should take place and how it will 
be conducted? Due to the participants being students in the same school and educative undertone in this 
project, it seems obvious that their school will be the best place to execute the interview. We believe, 
suitable surroundings are imperative for the informants to feel at ease and since we will be talking to 
youths about a taboo subject such as sex, location is a very important factor to take into consideration. 
Most people prefer to keep ones sexual preferences to oneself, or at least, as this will be teenage boys 
and girls, within a group of friends. This means that there is an extra barrier for us as interviewers to 
overcome. The school as a location is ideal as there is the familiarity aspect and at the same time, it is a 
frame that has the possibility to reflect confidence in us as something close to a position as teachers, 
due to our seniority, demeanour and purpose of being there.  
 
It is a process of negotiation to get the informants to talk, and in this specific case, we have to be 
prepared that they feel embarrassed and shy, and thus hard to get to talk. This has to be reflected in our 
interview guide. Besides the age difference between us and the informants, there is also the issue of 
gender. Since, the distribution of gender is planned to be 50/50. We hope that it will put the informants 
somewhat at ease. It is important that we from the beginning exude a proper demeanour, because of the 
inherent difference in the power structure. Even though we are older, we are still young enough to be 
something for them to look up too, apart from the fact that we are total strangers. What is meant by the 
proper behaviour is that we have to be at once professional, open, accepting and up for anything. 
Considering the topic, it is certain that there will be jokes and embarrassed laughs.  
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3.2.1 Role of moderator/Breaking the rules 
As the topic of the interview might embarrass the informants, it is important that we, as interviewers, 
appear at ease with all matters concerning the issues at hand. As a way of doing this, we believe that it 
would be best to break the conventional role as a moderator, which Bente Halkier describes as someone 
ready to listen, and engage in a friendly conversation, without being friends. Furthermore, it is the 
moderators’ responsibility to keep the informants going and on track (Halkier, 2008: 49).  
 
We will try to cope with the embarrassment from the informants by trying to be their friend, even 
though it goes against common conventions of the role as a moderator. The purpose with this is to calm 
them, by being open and talking about our own experiences. Due to our openness and forthcoming 
nature, they should unconsciously start to feel at ease and thus trust us. Another way for them to feel at 
ease, could be for us, the moderators, to start the interview by openly, calmly and with confidence, go 
through all the tabooed words related to our topic, thus letting them know that they should feel free to 
express themselves in whichever way they normally do, so they might feel less inhibited by the entire 
setup. 
 
Even though this type of behaviour falls outside the role of a moderator, we feel it necessary to be 
prepared; in case it happens that they are all extremely shy. We would rather that we have to take our 
own experiences into account in the analysis, than not have anything worthwhile to analyse. Of course, 
if it so happens that they are all fit for fight and have no shame then we will pull back, and take on the 
role as moderator, as explained by Halkier.   
 
We want the interview to be carried out by one male and one female moderator as to balance the 
gender distribution among the moderators as well as to make it easier for the young males and females 
to be able to relate to us and feel at ease when talking about condoms, sex and sexual diseases.  
 
3.2.2 Introducing the focus group 
Before the actual interview starts, it is very important that the informants are thoroughly introduced to 
what it means to participate in a focus group interview. Firstly, we will shortly introduce what the 
project is about, introducing ourselves in the process. Secondly, we will tell how the interview will 
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elapse; thirdly, what the interview is about, and fourthly, it is important to stress that everything that is 
said today, is absolutely anonymous.  
 
3.2.3 Sense-making and focus groups 
Given that, we will apply our own analytical tool based on sense-making theory, it is important to tie 
sense-making and focus group together, so one supports the other. This means that the focus group 
interview should be conducted in a certain way, so it aims at answering a sense-making agenda. One of 
the primary arguments for using focus group interview in a sense-making investigation is that it 
involves face-to-face interaction, meaning that the individual acts both as individual agents and as 
agents part of a collective common (Dervin, 2007: 1). Thus, this is tied directly to the method described 
by Halkier, namely that meanings are created by social practices. The individual agent can only form 
an opinion by engaging in social practices, i.e. as/with agent(s) part of a collective common. This does 
not mean that the individual has to agree with the collective common, as points of disagreement are of 
interest, since that is where the individuality comes in. In practical terms, it means that the interview 
guide has to reflect the Sense-Making theory in the sense that the structure of the interview and the 
questions has to relate to sense-making. 
 
3.2.4 Experience Economy and focus groups 
In opposition to the previous account of meaning being produced by social practices in Sense-Making 
theory, Experience Economy stresses the individual perspective that experiences are inherently 
personal and no two persons share the same set of experiences. ’Each experience derives from the 
interaction between the staged event and the individual’s prior state of mind and being‘ (Pine et al., 
1999: 12).  
  
As we intend to deduct empirical data based on our informants’ level of experiences, it becomes 
reasonable to establish a methodological approach that dissolves the bias of the subjective theoretical 
position on experiences. Thus, the performance of our focus group interview achieves to coherently 
interweave the social practice of dialogue in a focus group with the deduction of individual experience 
value on the respective categories – the categories becoming inducted by us as campaigners, or even as 
experience stagers. 
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3.2.5 Interview guide 
Before the interview guide, we have a short list containing the aspects that need to be introduced to the 
informants before the interview is initiated.  
 
• We are students from Roskilde University, and we are studying Communication Studies. The project 
we are doing revolves around young people’s opinions and experiences regarding STD and condoms. 
Taken into consideration how fast the young people of our day are growing up and maturing. 
• The interview will run for approximately 1! hours, with a break sometime in the middle of the 
interview. Everything you say will be recorded on a Dictaphone, and it is completely confidential and 
we are the only ones who will hear it and read the transcript. 
• The interview today will focus on how you perceive condom use and STD. 
• This type of interview is focused on your talking together about the questions that we ask. It is your 
experiences and stories we are interested in. 
• You are the ones who run the discussion, so if one goes out a side track, or you have exhausted the 
topic, or someone does not get heard, we will get involved. 
• It is important that you remember that all experiences are equally appreciated, there are only right 
answers. 
 
Question in the Interview Guide (English version) 
Knowledge about STD’s 
 
1. What do you know about STD’s?  
2. Where did you get the knowledge about STD’s?  
3. Which STD are you most familiar with? 
4. On the basis of what you know, discuss the consequences of STD! 
5. Who would you prefer talking to about STD? 
 
Use of condoms 
 
1. What do you know about condoms? 
2. What is the function of condoms? 
3. Do you use condoms?  
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4. Where do you have access to them? 
5. Do you know how to use condoms? 
6. Why do you use condoms? 
7. Do you buy them or are they given to you for free? 
8. What kind of experience do you have on buying condoms? 
9. Do you always have condoms when needed? 
10. If yes, why? If no, what do you do? 
 
Viral campaigning (short introduction to the subject) 
 
1. Which websites do you preferably use for social networking? 
2. What do you use them for? 
3. Have you noticed any cool/impressive videos on these websites?  
4. What characterizes a cool video? 
5. What do you do when you notice a cool video? 
6. Which video do you remember the best and reason? 
 
3.2.6 Critique of Focus group interview 
Having completed the interview, there are several points of self-critique related to the actual execution 
of the interview. The overall impression of the interview is positive. The informants shared many 
useful meanings and experiences related to our research. However, there are some things that could 
have been better.  
 
Executed interview:  
Number of participants: 5 (1 male, 4 females). 
Actual age of informants: 16, 18, 17, 17, 17. 
Location for interview: Københavns Åbne Gymnasium. 
Planned duration: 2 hours. 
Executed duration: 1 hour. 
 
First to critique of the informants; 3 of the male informants did not show up for the interview. We had 
an agreement with 5 males, and 4 female informants, though only 1 male was present together with the 
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4 females. Due to that, our planned gender distribution of the informants was unsuccessful. The result 
of that was a very interesting interview which was rather one-sided. The females could have used a 
little male challenge, even though we as male moderators tried to do so.  
 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, initially the interview was to be conducted by a male and female 
moderator. However, due to some unexpected events in planning the focus group interview, it was not 
a possibility and the interview was then conducted by two male moderators instead. Due the imbalance 
of gender distribution of the focus group and the moderators being males, the data was entirely based 
on female perspectives rather than a combination of male and female. 
 
Now for the self-critique: In hindsight, the introduction that we gave them about how to participate in a 
focus group, the nature of the topic, and what it is we expect from them, could have been more 
thorough. Thinking back, it seems obvious now that their understanding was not entirely true, but it 
was just them nodding their heads to show that they heard us, which is not the same as understanding 
what was being asked. In the end, it ended up as a different style of focus group; with us involved in 
the meaning and experience sharing process, which was the original idea, as stated in the Role of 
moderator/Breaking the rules section. The point was to get them to open up and share, and it did work. 
It also somewhat changed the nature of the interview, into a quasi focus group interview. It is actually 
doubtful that the interview would have amassed to anything useful, if the transformation had not 
happened, exactly because the “standard” procedure might come off as too rigid and authoritative for a 
group of 16 to 18 year olds. 
 
We realized during the focus group interview that our use of language was rather too sophisticated for 
the informants as we experienced either silence or confused looks when asking a question. However, 
after a few minutes, we simplified our language and started communicating on the informants’ level 
which helped in getting them to speak.  
 
One of the most classical “traps” that we also fell into was keeping a sense of perspective and ask the 
follow up questions, when the informants touched upon some crucial points of interest. To have an 
overall perspective was hard to maintain for us, probably due to two distinct factors; firstly, that we had 
prior to the interview not agreed who and how the interview was going to be moderated; and secondly, 
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that we as interviewers are very inexperienced and that level of perspective comes only through years 
of practice.  
 
Collected data 
So how do all these issues affect our results? Taking into consideration the lack of gender diversity, we 
obviously are left with some doubt around the male sense making of the discussed categories. Thus, we 
have to bear in mind that we might not be able to address this segment of our intended target group. 
Although we, the moderators, attempted to become equal with the female informants in dialogue, we 
might be able to treat our own comments and input from the interview as experiences and sense making 
remarks from a male position. From an analytical point of view, we thus need to revise our focus in 
regards to our defined target audience. The respective coherence between condom use and male 
experience becomes the most vulnerable part in this project but it might be an obvious resolution to 
angle the problem formulation towards the female position, as females somehow become affected by 
lacking use of condoms in the most fatal ways, e.g. the risk of sterility due to a Chlamydia infection. 
Plausibly the intended message of our campaign will address the male’s responsibility to be aware of 
condom use and STD’s, on behalf of an analysis treating the meanings and experiences of young 
females as the affected segment within the targeted environment.  Our own lack of practice, mainly 
affects the interview results in the way that, it could have been elaborated upon, and could perhaps 
have provided us with more diverse spread in opinions. On the other hand, the information we actually 
have from them, might be sufficient for us to get the same outcome in the analysis, compared to if we 
did have the sense of perspective during the interview, to go deeper into some of the shared meanings 
and experiences. 
 
Generalizability, Reliability and Validity  
For our data to be considered valid and part of proper academic research, we need to elucidate the 
generalizability, reliability and validity of the data collected as it is vital to the further development of 
the analysis.  
 
The word 'generalizability' is defined as the degree to which the findings can be generalized from the 
study sample to the entire population. In this research, informants were chosen based on simple random 
sampling. Informants were randomly selected by aiming for the target group age as well as being in a 
high school in order to stay close to our defined target group. The sampling was obtained using 
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selective sampling, so the patterns of the sampling represented categories (knowledge, behaviour and 
attitude) in relation to the context in which they were situated.  
 
For the data to be valid, reliability is a must. ‘Reliability in the implementation of production and 
processing of empirical data - continues to work as part of the prerequisite for the validity, that is 
authenticity’ (Halkier, 2006: 109, our translation). It can only be done by clarifying each analytical 
choice and manner of producing the data. Therefore, in order to avoid discrepancy in the quantitative 
data management and enhance the chance of it being replicated accurately, individual members of the 
group coded the data separately. The collected data was then compared and compiled for analysis.  
 
The concept of validity is described by a wide range of terms in qualitative studies and is closely 
related to the truthfulness of research findings. ‘Validity is to ensure that we actually examine what one 
sets out to investigate’ (Halkier, 2006: 107, our translation). The validity of the data can be presented in 
the way the transcription is done and also how you intend to do the analysis. Our focus group choice is 
appropriate to answering our cardinal question due to the nature of it, which is sex as we aim to find 
out how they make sense of condom use and sexually transmitted diseases.   
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4. Analysis 
For the focus group interview to be analyzed, an analytical tool is necessary to be developed as to make 
the best use of the empirical data and hence getting the results of the analysis to lead to a coherent 
product. Thus, we frame our analytical tool around the two main theories; Sense-Making and 
Experience Economy, coherent to the theoretical foundation of our research questions and the 
formulation of our interview guide. 
 
4.1 Analytical tool derived from Sense-Making and Experience Economy 
The analytical tool is built around, our understanding of Sense-Making theory, as presented by Brenda 
Dervin. Given that the interest is not only about how the target group makes sense of the different 
questions posed to them, but also how they experience within the field of viral marketing. Studying 
Sense-Making together with Experience Economy has allowed us to find the link between the two 
theories. “Sense-Making assumes: 1) that both humans and reality are sometimes orderly and 
sometimes chaotic; 2) that there is a human need to create meaning, and knowledge is something that 
always is sought in mediation and contest; and 3) that there are human differences in experience and 
observation” (Dervin, 2003: 7). As humans, we make meaning out of reality by interacting with other 
humans. Therefore, making sense or meaning comes from what we experience and how our 
experiences differ from each other.  
 
Accordingly, our research agenda is embraced by the bilateral intention to ‘edutain’ our target 
audience. The educational aspect becomes our underlying intention with a view to the ultimate way we 
could succeed with our viral campaign video – to get our target audience to change their behaviour 
towards the particular subjects dealt with. Hence, our primary intention relates to the convergence 
between the aspects of viral marketing and the economy of experiences - we strive for the successful 
production of a video campaign that becomes virally spread through the premises of Web 2.0. In terms 
of applying means of entertainment, that achieves to actively engage our audience with a view to their 
sensory perception and stimulation, we frame our analytical focus around three concepts of individual 
progress expanding as our audiences’ knowledge of our subjects, their actual behaviour towards these 
subjects and the readiness to change attitude.  
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Subsequently, the actual methodological processing of our empirical data is categorised within six 
coherent situational facets of interrelation between our theoretical elements on Sense-Making and 
Experience Economy as detailed below. Every category will be analysed separately but through the 
same anchoring focus of knowledge, behaviour and attitude. Through the six categories we aim to 
focus on knowledge, behaviour and attitude in order to create a video that drives the target group to 
make a change in their actions. Consequently, we aim at sectionalising any position both socially and 
individually in order to conclude the outcome of our empirical research on the basis of any premise 
determining the everyday lives of our audience in a time-space continuum. In regards to the processing 
of the empirical material, we mark thematic content with six different colours, referring to the 
categories within which applicable aspects become elucidated.  
  
As mentioned earlier in Section 2.1.1, where the Sense-Making model is described, Sense-Making is 
derived strictly from a situational context, which is how an individual constructs his or her own 
particular situation. It is important to take into consideration how people perceive reality based on their 
own understanding, ‘[….] predicting and understanding how people use information and cope with 
events must be based on their perceptions of how they see the situations they are in’ (Dervin, 2003: 42). 
That is why, as researchers, we will also focus on the situational context of how and when the 
informants describe certain things. To do that we have categorised the analytical tool under six 
categories of which, each will be briefly described below. 
 
4.1.1 Situations where meaning is expressed 
The first analytical category is related to Sense-Making, and is based on the fact that making sense is 
derived through dialogue and also on how other people view a situation, which can be in the same way 
or different. In order to understand the informants’ reality and how they express meaning, there is a 
need for acknowledging the different ways in which meaning can be expressed.  
 
4.1.2 Situations where doubt is expressed 
The second analytical category refers to where doubt is expressed. A situation of doubt comes from 
trying to bridge the gaps that may arise due to being in a different time-space continuum, as mentioned 
in the second point of the Sense-Making model (cf. Section 2.1.1). In order to construct sense of the 
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world, doubt has come about in order to understand the new meanings one might receive. The 
informant is now forced, due to the situational context he/she is in, to bridge the gap.  
 
4.1.3 Situations where meaning is negotiated  
The third analytical category leads to the next point in the Sense-Making model, as this is where 
meanings are negotiated by bridging gaps and create their own sense of the world by means of 
dialogical conversation with the interviewer. Thereby, presenting their meaning by using their 
knowledge derived from bridging the gaps which is done by negotiating and sharing meaning.  
4.1.4 Situations where an experience is described  
At the core of our intentions regarding the production and launch of our viral campaign video, lays the 
economic aspect of staging an experience. The staging becomes positively adapted and even leads to 
viral circulations - with a view to our audience becoming stimulated in terms of innovative means of 
edutainment as the overarching agenda in this product-based investigation. Prior to the psychological 
processing of an experience comes the sensory perception of impressions. As researchers in this study 
we thus inducted different subjects to our focus group, embracing the analytical intention we strive for. 
With a view to the empirical material at hand, we aim at scrutinizing the transcript in terms of meaning 
constructions unfolding as experiences – either the immediate and conscious subjective affection or the 
reflective unconscious interpretation of an individual. In a psychological context, experiences 
ultimately store the potential to give meaning to surrounding subjects in the everyday lives of our target 
audience as, for instance, the respective societal health discourse of condom use and STD.  
 
4.1.5 Situations where meaning is expressed through experience  
Referring to the account on the conceptualisation of experiences, the economic values connected 
unfold, as the giving of meaning to a subject, such as the categories in this project. Thus, it becomes 
reasonable to consider the coherence of our theoretical aims in relation to the forthcoming processing 
of our empirical data. Since the level of experiences are seen as unique in regards to individual 
perception and processing of impressions, we felt a indispensable need to establish our focus group 
progress around the theories on Experience Economy with the intent to shed light on the pattern of how 
the entire target audience might give meaning to our categories. Hence, we treat our theoretical 
foundation as coherently interrelated in terms of having the dialogue in our focus group interview 
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teasing just the individual experience levels of our informants. In connection to the latter section we 
intend to look into utterances that unfold as experiential accounts leading to actual revelations of 
meaning on the subjects dealt with – this being the inevitable endeavour of our research.   
 
4.1.6 Situations where experience is shared and negotiated  
To avoid any bias in the actual message of our viral video, we strengthen our analytical aim in regards 
to the latter outlines, by looking into the interactive reflections, amongst our focus group informants. 
As we embrace our analytical tool around the three subjective states of our audiences’ knowledge, 
behaviour and attitude related to our categories, it becomes evident to clarify these conditions by 
processing our data within this particular widened perspective.   
 
4.2 Post-Production Analysis 
The fact that we produced our video material prior to processing our empirical data refers back to our 
initial reflections about our Problem field in Chapter 1. We departed from our research on the basis of 
the hypothetical assumption that cases of STDs predominantly spread amongst our target audience. 
Current reliable statistics from the Danish Ministry of Health (Sundhedsstyrelsen) and Statens Serum 
Institut were investigated in order to strengthen this hypothesis. We also reflected upon the subject 
from our own experiences as teenagers, common sense and current media coverage, which accentuates 
the fact that the spread of STDs still constitutes an increasing societal problem in Denmark. With a 
view to our decision on making our video before processing the analysis, we reason for these biased 
circumstances on the basis of our very coherent theoretical foundation, interlaced with our solid 
hypothesis. We acknowledge that we did act opposite to our academic strive in this project, but at the 
same time we do not consider ourselves to be significantly distinct from our target audience – at least 
not in terms of using social networking and viewing viral videos which lay at the core of our research 
intentions. Nevertheless, we deduced a lot of valuable information and inspiration while doing the 
interview. 
 
4.3 Analysing the interview 
The categories devised in the previous section will be used to analyse the focus group interview. The 
interview has been read through several times, highlighting the categories. Each highlighted category 
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has been looked at in its own context, as well as in the overall context. The analysis will be divided in 
aforementioned categories, where the most important points have been explicated. It is important to 
remember that behind each main point lays a concentrated effort, which is not necessarily included in 
this rapport. The main points of interest to the analysis, and the making of the video in each category, 
will be summed up at the end of this chapter. 
 
4.3.1 Situations where meaning is expressed 
How our informants make sense and express meaning related to STDs, condoms and viral social 
networks is one of the main categories. One of the key modes of Sense-Making, in relation to STDs 
and the uses of condoms, which our informants make use of, is that they have little knowledge about 
STDs. Respectively we asked them about their sources of information. 
 
Trine: ‘But… I… I don’t know very much about sexual diseases… and I also think that they often get 
skipped… like… when you talk about it… like, you know… ‘Yeah, there is danger of contracting a 
sexual disease, so watch out!’… and then they just move on!’  
 
The informant’s reply raises a question of whether or not sexual education in school is sufficient 
considering the knowledge about STDs. The above quote suggests that it is the case, at least when it 
comes to teaching the students about the consequences of STDs. However, it also needs to be 
mentioned that Trine might be making sense of what is taught in school as being less important due to 
her own way of creating meaning.  
 
On the other hand, it can be derived that their knowledge about the disease Chlamydia supercedes their 
knowledge about all other STDs. Due the statistics, Chlamydia is the most common sexual disease 
contrived by people. . When it comes to knowledge about how to prevent the spreading of STDs, they 
seem to know that condoms are the only possible option (aside from abstention). On the other hand, 
one girl says something radically different. The conversation is about what could be better in relations 
to STDs: 
 
Elina: ‘Well actually, cheaper pills. Birth control pills one time costs like a couple of hundreds, or 
something like that, and then you just can’t be bothered to take them every day.’ 
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It seems that she relates condom use as prevention to getting pregnant and so, in her mind, that is what 
condoms are for. Firstly, birth control pills do not protect against the spreading of STDs (unless you 
consider pregnancy as one). Secondly, birth control pills are according to her considered to be too 
much of hassle to take. It can be said that this experience comes from the situational context of Elina’s 
way of making sense. She may view contraceptives as a hassle not care about the consequences of not 
using them. This leads to the next important point in the expression of meaning, and how the target 
group makes sense of condom use. As the quote suggests, Elina does not know that sexual infectious 
diseases are transferred through secretion and seminal fluids. This seems unlikely, since throughout the 
interview she appears as being very knowledgeable about the topics at hand. However, she had from 
the very beginning of the interview confessed that she was a virgin, which makes her knowledge only 
theoretical, and not practical. On the other hand, Elina’s sudden jump from condoms to birth control 
pills might be explained by the following quote by one of the other informants: 
 
Trine: ‘Well… I just want to say… I am more thinking… if you messed up with the condom… then the 
first thing you think about… it’s like… if you get pregnant, not if you get a sexually transmitted 
disease.’  
 
Therefore, it might be a natural jump between the types of contraception that Elina states; a jump from 
having unprotected sex and getting a disease, to having unprotected sex and getting pregnant. The fear 
of getting pregnant at such a young age is a more realistic fear, than the fear of getting some disease. 
This takes us back to the point mentioned earlier, about proper sexual education. Most of the education 
today is about the development of our bodies and the reproductive cycle, meaning that these Danish 
teenagers do not seem to be sufficiently informed about the seriousness of STDs. There are several 
problematic issues with a topic such as sexual education, such as when to start having sexual education 
in school, how explicit the education can be etc. Bottom line is that the students that participated 
expressed that they did not feel well enough equipped by the sexual education. Thus, their way of 
making sense of STDs, or their way of ‘verbing’ their understanding of it, leads to their lack of 
knowledge about the subject. They are more afraid of getting pregnant than catching any sexual 
disease.  
 
During the interview, condoms where discussed: 
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Maria: ‘Yeah, it’s like, for example, let’s say your laying and kissing or something, then you don’t 
think like… “‘Ups, you have to remember the condom!”… or… something, and stop in the middle of 
everything.’ 
 
There seems to be a general consensus among the informants that remembering the condom when you 
are in the middle of foreplay is embarrassing, and thus often the condom is left unused. Furthermore, 
when we asked them who has the responsibility, the girls all agree that it is the boys’ responsibility to 
remember to bring the actual condom. In relation to condoms, all the informants agree that condoms 
should be made normal and available. 
 
Anna: ‘Make it like it was normal, and you see someone who is talking, “Hey do you want a chewing 
gum?”… and then like “Hey do you want a condom?”, or… like, make it normal or something like 
that.’ 
 
The informants make sense of condoms as being embarrassing to use and to talk about; in short, it is a 
taboo. For them, condoms should preferably be seen and used as normally as chewing gum or using 
toothpicks. In their opinion, there would be a greater chance of people using them especially young 
people. 
 
From the topic of sex, condoms and sexual diseases, the discussion turns to viral social networks, 
videos and campaigns. 
 
Elina: ‘Facebook, everybody has Facebook!’ 
 
All of the informants frequently use both Facebook and YouTube and they agree that it is a tool for 
social contact. As Anna says, ‘… so you can totally stalk them, and see what goes on in their lives.’ It 
remains unclear what exactly our informants choose to share with their friends, but becomes hinted by 
our informant, Anna, that most of them share rather intimate details about their lives. The tone in which 
she expresses her opinion is slightly ironic which makes it apparent that she actually uses Facebook 
herself. From this we deduce that the informants make sense of Facebook as being a website where you 
shares details about your life. This can be considered to confirm the fact that they share viral videos 
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with each other, being the scope of this project. We also asked them what type of videos they enjoy to 
share online. The types of videos that they themselves enjoy are very different as some prefer sport 
videos, some music videos and some are interested in scary videos. The difference is the type of videos 
they deem worthy of sharing. 
 
Anna: ‘It is when a lot of stuff is happening, something funny or something really wild, exaggerated, 
which I haven’t seen before, then it’s really like, wow, you have to see this.’  
 
As mentioned in the above quote, the types of videos that are shared have to be extraordinary, and 
preferably funny. When it comes to previous campaign videos, the informants find the so-called 
“scare” campaigns ineffective and tiring, and therefore they do not pay attention to them. Such remarks 
from them state a very important point with regards to the video we intend to produce on the basis of 
this research. Thus it becomes considerate to us, that the video is not focused around the negative 
aspects of STDs. It is very important that the video is not focused on the negative, i.e. how horrible it is 
to catch a STD. As an alternative, the video should be spun in a humoristic tone which could possibly 
leave the message ingrained in their memory and not be forgotten. 
 
4.3.2 Situations where doubt is expressed 
During the interview, the informants were asked if they used condoms themselves. Most of them stated, 
that they did utilize condoms on a regular basis, but one girl confessed that she usually did not. 
Respectively we tried to get our informant to elaborate on her attitude: 
 
Maria: ‘I don’t know, I just don’t think about it?’ 
 
Thus Maria expresses doubt about her own choice, or lack of choice. Actually she demonstrated 
awareness about the seriousness of catching STDs throughout the interview - repeatedly she mentions 
the serious consequences of some of the contractible diseases. Yet, she does not use a condom, which is 
a statement of doubt. This statement of doubt is easily generalized to include other youths, who make 
the same choice as Maria to not use a condom, even though they are aware of the health consequences. 
Behaviour, which is in essence illogical, i.e. the target group possesses the necessary knowledge, and 
still choose to act against it, is often the hardest type of behaviour to change. Hard, because it is not 
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enough to enlighten the target group as they already know. At most, it is not even efficient to scare the 
audience, exactly because they are very well aware of the consequences, but still they choose 
(consciously or unconsciously) to act contradictory to our intended campaigning message – to get them 
to act positively in terms using condoms. The way that Maria makes sense of her own lack of use of 
condoms is that even though she knows the consequences, she just does not think about them. 
Somehow, it is easier for her to psychologically deny the dangers, than it is to face the possible 
awkwardness to stop up during the sexual act and utilize a condom. 
 
4.3.3 Situations where meaning is negotiated 
Initially, it is one of the strongest points in the Sense-Making analysis, since it is of interest to the 
research how and when the target group negotiates meaning. Such negotiations would have provided us 
with insight into how the informants in their everyday lives negotiate meaning on the topics at hand. 
Throughout the interview, there is an ongoing negotiation among the informants as well between us, 
the moderators and them. The problem comes with the general change of style that was experienced in 
the interview. The informants were not really interested in discussing their different views and opinions 
on the topics. Whenever a view point was shared, it was openly accepted by the remaining informants. 
There were never any challenges made as to what was being asked. So the negotiation process was 
rather smooth as the informants freely accept other viewpoint, even if they might have had a different 
opinion at heart. 
 
Since there are no negotiating statements to analyse, we will try to look at it from a different 
perspective. What does the lack of challenging negotiation tell us about the target group’s way of 
making sense of different viewpoints? The target group’s lack of negotiation could be an indication that 
our initial pre-understanding of the target group is wrong; that they do not actually make sense of, and 
create meaning about the topics, sex and condoms through social processes and interaction. The nature 
of the topic might simply be too much of a taboo for youths to, as such, engage in (re)productions 
meaning with each other. It could possibly be that they simply produce meaning through strictly 
personal and intimate social interactions, i.e. romantic relationships. 
 
On the other hand, at one point during the interview Anna asks: 
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‘(Directed at Monica) Don’t you have some stories? I love your stories!’ (Our translation) 
 
Maria responds: 
 
‘I don’t know which story to tell… You can ask me, and I’ll answer if I want to!’ (Our translation) 
 
This short dialogue indicates that the target group actually does share and produce meaning through 
social interaction. The dialogue also indicates that the reason for the informant’s lack of challenging 
negotiation could be due to one or two factors. Firstly, that they are simply too intimidated by the 
moderators’ presence, and thus do not feel like standing out. Secondly, it could be due to the fact that 
the informants already know each other, and that they already have created a uniform opinion on the 
issues at hand, and thus have no need to negotiate. Initially, our intention was that the informants know 
each other, because it believed it would make them at ease with the situation, and thereby be willing to 
open up. Therefore, the reason for their lack of challenging negotiations might be due to both reasons: 
that they know each other and they are intimidated by the moderators. It does not necessarily mean that 
a focus group consisting of strangers would have been any better - as the present group of informants 
did share many valuable meanings and experiences. It can be said that, a group of strangers would most 
likely have been reluctant to share intimate details about their sexual activities due to the intimidating 
nature of the questions asked.  
 
4.3.4 Situations where an experience is described  
None of our informants revealed any personal experiences regarding STDs during the interview 
session, which somehow strengthens our hypothesis that current dialogue about sex and sexually 
transmitted diseases still is encumbered with some taboos. It became evident that our questions about 
STDs just triggered some embarrassment in the attitudes of our target group opposed to questions 
regarding condom use and social networking. As a matter of fact, all informants seemed to gladly share 
their experiences with condom use from varying angles. In this respect though, the accentuating aspect 
towards condom use became treated within the accessible context. 
 
Anna: ’…usually I buy them or get my mom to buy them for me.’ 
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To some participants, the dialogue about contraception in their homes does not seem to be too much of 
a taboo as they achieve to involve at least one parent in the process of getting condoms. For others, the 
parental role in this process, unfolds outside of their homes:  
 
Maria: ‘One can also get them from natteravnene, who walk around at night ... I get them from my 
friend's father (giggles) because he is a natteravn’. 
 
The latter might be referred back to the different cultural backgrounds of some our informants, but with 
a view to our research outline and delimited scope regarding our defined focus group, these cultural 
aspects do not become relevant to us. Rather our sphere of interest relates to the informants actual 
behavior and attitude towards our research subjects. Hence we plausibly deduce that there seems to 
appear a kind of dependence on parental involvement, considering the access to condoms. Though it 
does not become clarified how the parental role actually unfolds, in terms of responsibility and 
resources. In this practical scope one coherent aspect becomes elucidated, when questioning the 
potential for improvement on the subject of accessing condoms from our informants’ point of view: 
 
Maria: No, but like ...also cheaper condoms, they are not particularly cheap.’ 
 
Now the price aspect of accessing condoms becomes stated, which is very interesting considering the 
attitude of Maria. It is her who reveals her experiences on how to get condoms for free from 
‘Natteravnene’13 and even earlier she clarifies her behavioral position on the subject, when questioned 
whether she utilizes condoms herself. 
 
Maria: ’I rarely do.’ 
 
One significant bias in the dialogue about condom use in relation to sexually transmitted diseases is our 
informants’ lacking ability to focus on these subjects and the recurring angle on pregnancy. However, 
one informant achieves to account for this biased interlacement: 
 
                                                
13 http://www.natteravnene.dk/: ‘Natteravnene’ is a voluntary organisation of adults from different ethnic backgrounds in the community 
of Copenhagen. Their mission is to be visually present in socially disadvantaged areas where youth conflicts occur on a regular basis in 
order to prevent the escalations of these conflicts. 
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Trine: ‘So ... I would say ... I think about it ... if it slips with the condom ... the first thing you think of ... 
it is like ... if you were pregnant, not that you might have a sexual disease.’ 
 
With an eye to Trines’ attitude to the issues at hand, we deduce that there exists a certain degree of 
lacking awareness on the particular risk of catching STDs - from the dominating female point of view, 
pregnancy seems to be a bigger issue than becoming infected by a contagious disease. We elaborate 
further on the latter findings in the forthcoming section about how meaning is expressed through 
experiences. Instead, we will direct our analytical scrutiny towards the third subject of our interest, 
being our informants’ experiences with social networking, in order to deduce preferential aspects that 
we might consider to implement in the production of our video.  
 
In this respect, one general remark becomes stated, embracing our informants’ preferences of 
entertaining content stimulating the sense of humor: 
 
Anna: ’It is when there is a lot happening, something funny or something really wild. Something  
exaggerated which has never been seen before. So it is really like ... “Wow!” ... you should just see 
this!’ 
 
Anna accentuates her demand for funny and innovative entertainment on the experiential basis of her 
attitude towards viral videos. Thus the stage becomes set for the forthcoming analytical category of 
how experiences express meaning in the transcribed outcome of our focus group interview. 
 
4.3.5 Situations where meaning is expressed through experience  
The creation of meaning anchors the theoretical framework in this research project as it connects both 
the informants’ Sense-Making of our subjects of interest, as well as being an essential aspect of how we 
intend to produce our viral video. Hence this section will embrace some substantial outcome as it 
dissolves the faceted deduction of our cross-theoretical analysis to this point – in other terms, we will 
bridge the gap between the social production of meaning in dialogue and the individual experiential 
value related to our subjects. 
In this respect we confronted our focus group with questions regarding their experiences with STDs. 
The response varied from awkward silence to some few reflections on the experiential level: 
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Anna: ’I have most knowledge about Chlamydia, as it is also the most prevalent among young people, 
I think.’ 
 
Respectively our informant Anna states her knowledge about Chlamydia and elaborates: 
 
Anna: 'One can certainly become sterile by having Chlamydia.’ 
 
 
Being entirely aware of the consequences of catching one particular infectious disease Anna appears 
considerate about contraception at first. Though her sexual behaviour becomes elucidated in an 
unpredictable perspective:  
 
Anna: 'Yes, but I think like … I think that if you do not have a condom, and it's just like … I don’t 
know, you're a little excited and stuff like that, so … uh … so I just think it’s like “Now I will have to go 
to the kiosk to get some condoms, okay”. You can’t just do it ... so it just happens!’ 
 
Her attitude towards contraception actually becomes contextualized to her sexual behaviour, 
underlining an interesting aspect - it appears contradictive that she knows about the fatal consequences 
of having unprotected sex, opposed to the fact that she discloses a careless attitude when having sex 
herself. As a result we might presume that our target audience is partially characterized by lacking 
reasoning within the field of having unprotected sex. Possibly they become affected by their social 
network in terms of taking lightly on the societal health discourse of sexually transmitted diseases. In 
this respect two reasons become suggested by our focus group. Firstly one informant stresses her 
experiential attitude towards cases of STDs: 
 
Anna: ’Well, I think you first realize it if it is something that you have had ... in some way ... because I 
do not really think of the consequences now.’ 
 
As Anna seemingly lacks experiences with catching sexual infectious diseases herself, she 
demonstrates an attitude shrouded in some ignorance. She elaborates on her position further by 
reflecting her own lack of experience upon experiences on behalf of another person. 
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Anna: ’I don’t know ... I wanted ... or ... I would talk to one of my girlfriends about it, she has also felt 
that way ... I don’t know ... six times or something, so she knows what it is. But I think only my mother 
would be a little too hysterical, because she's just like... “Nanana, you should be checked,” ... just 
when you have had sex with a boy for the first time, so ... it was a bit exaggerated. So I just think she 
would have suffered a hysterical seizure. But then, I'm just a bit careless.’ 
 
It becomes quite evident that the coherence between knowledge and attitude within the particular 
aspect of having unprotected sex appears contradictive according to our informant Anna’s production 
of meaning around the interrelated subjects of condom use and STDs. As researchers, we obviously 
attempted to neutralize this habitual contradiction by inducing our informants with conductive 
questions concerning the medicinal discourse related. Respectively all our informants agreed with 
‘Yes!’ when asked if medicinal cure of STDs seems to be a matter of form, with an intensified 
reflection upon Chlamydia as the most spread STD amongst our societal target segment. In immediate 
continuation of the latter we conclude that our target group displays both an unconcerned attitude and 
an uncomplicated sexual behaviour towards the potential risks of catching infectious diseases.  
 
With a view to the production of our viral video we poured over our empirical data in order to find 
some keywords, embracing our informants’ general knowledge, attitude and behavior on the 
interrelated subjects of condom use and sexually transmitted disease in coherence with some 
characteristics for our endeavored viral video campaigning potential. In addition to all the aspects we 
already covered in the previous sections, like our informants’ preferences to ‘funny’ and ‘innovative’ 
content in viral videos and the general ‘laid-back’ attitude towards our problematic subjects, we will 
crystallize these informative positions in a widened perspective. Thus the forthcoming section will 
analytically deal with situations where experiences become shared and negotiated amongst our focus 
group participants.  
 
4.3.6 Situations where experience is shared and negotiated  
As a general remark it became evident that our informants predominantly stressed experiences on 
behalf of others, either their friends or people within their own societal segment. Taking our subjects 
into consideration, the informants somehow displayed just the care we expected in relation to 
describing their individual experiences. We trace these circumstances back to the biased composition of 
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our focus group, solely existing of female participants. Thus, there was a lot of giggling during the 
interview, and the experiences described exclusively became stressed in negotiating dialogue, leading 
to the forthcoming analytical process.  
 
In terms of directing our analytical focus through the concepts of knowledge, attitude and behavior we 
consequently gained some biased and obscure data lacking empirical evidence. Although, we treat the 
outcome of our processed focus group data with definite skepticism, we need to accept the premises for 
this analysis in order to accomplish our intentions. This section might dissolve some of the problematic 
aspects connected to our empirical data as we pour over our material in an enhanced scope, given that 
we identify interactional patterns within the production of meaning to our subjects of interest, from the 
experiential, individual perspective.  
 
At this point, the outcome of our analysis appoints the imperative conclusion that our target audience is 
characterized by both, a lacking awareness of the consequences related to the infection with STDs and 
a lacking knowledge about contraception and STDs in general. As a result our target group displays an 
easy going attitude and behavior towards these risky subjects as they seemingly have distinct 
confidence in current medical treatments. 
 
With a view to our viral campaigning intentions and the economic aspect of actively involving our 
audience by stimulating their individual experience levels, we will reflect upon certain negotiations 
pointing out our informants’ suggestions and advices on how to utilize our subjects at hand in a video 
production. 
 
Anna: ’Yes, I think, at least not to like ... if you are making a scare campaign. Those are usually shown 
so many times.’ 
 
Initially, Anna strengthens our personal evaluation of using scaring means in a campaign. With a 
reflexive eye to previous analytical outcome in an expanding perspective, another informant manifests 
her preferential position within the particular sphere of viral videos: 
 
Trine: ’I think ... that in my opinion it should preferably be funny before I bother to send it on to 
others. Something, which I can laugh at ... (giggles) ... so that I think ... ”Haha!” ... It must also make 
them laugh.’ 
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Besides accentuating Trine’s feasible meaning within our economic perspective, the latter quotation 
actually frames the general opinion of our focus group participants – the content of a viral video should 
preferably stimulate laughter. Considering the context in which laughter potentially becomes stimulated 
from our informants’ preferential point of position, a few examples are stressed: 
 
Anna: ’And then it's always fun to see someone hit themselves ... (all laugh). That is just what it is. Or 
some animal videos of stupid cats and dogs.’  
 
The statement above embraces the classic stimulation of amusement on others’ expenses – a feature 
that seemingly always achieves to catch attention. In order to gain a deepened understanding of our 
informants’ preferences regarding entertaining stimulation of their senses, the following quote outlines 
a useful and nuanced pattern: 
 
Elina: ’I actually watched one dealing with condoms ... and it’s like ... well ... You just see a piece of 
paper, and then a man sitting and drawing, starting to draw a penis. So ... at firs tone thinks about that 
... and then he continues drawing and then it turns into some sort of a clown. Then he starts again with 
... well, at all times ... these naughty things ... and then it turns into a flower or a really cute teddy bear 
or something else. So, this I found quite funny.’ 
 
In addition to stressing the immediate amusing content of the particular viral video, Elina demonstrates 
a clear memorization of how the message in the respective video was conveyed – in a creative and 
innovative manner, something she has plausibly never seen anywhere else and which impressed her. 
From the latter we conclude a necessary and coherent thoughtfulness in terms of considering the salient 
demand for ‘amusement’, ‘innovation’ and ‘creativity’ in the production of our viral video. In order to 
succeed in catching the awareness of our targeted audience, a stringent strive for ‘uniqueness’ needs to 
be in our focus with a reflective view towards the latter characteristics stated by our focus group 
informants – the decisive aspect becoming the successful spread of our viral video campaign.   
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Sum up 
The investigation of the collected data leads us to the understanding that the informants’ knowledge 
about condoms and STD’s was communicated as being rather comprehensive and well-informed. 
However, it seemed that they did not connect the lack of use of condoms to getting sexual diseases. 
Using condoms only resulted in avoiding the chance of getting pregnant, which seemed to be the most 
common fear.  Experience with an STD or unplanned pregnancy was not correlated with subsequent 
condom use among this group of youths; however, they realized the risk of the catching them and what 
the prevention was.  
 
The sense-making of condom use was based on what their own behaviour and attitude was towards it, 
although they would, through dialogue with the moderators and listening to each other bridge the gaps, 
and thereby making sense in relation to the dialogical information received.  
 
The informants had a shared opinion and meaning about viral videos and the aim with forwarding 
them. Humorous and innovative videos, such as a different angle than the usual scare campaigns are 
considered worth watching.  
 
5. Conclusion 
When embarking on the tumultuous mission of this project, our priority was to find out how the 
teenagers we are targeting make sense of condoms use and sexually transmitted diseases. Despite 
problems related to our focus group interview, we still extracted some data that helped us sketch the 
Sense-Making and the experience of the teenagers related to six different categories. Those categories 
give us an understanding of how teenagers make sense of sexually transmitted diseases and condoms 
use. Deduced from the analysis, we can say that the way our target group makes sense of condoms is 
that they generally feel embarrassed to buy them, as well as to use them during the sexual act. 
Furthermore, the participants consider it to be the male responsibility to always bring a condom. The 
participants feel that by using condoms they are reducing their risk of pregnancy and do not consider 
them a factor in preventing sexually transmitted diseases. Concerning the target group’s Sense-Making 
of sexually transmitted diseases, they feel that the amount of information provided during their sexual 
education in school is insufficient. In addition, the participants express that they find sexually 
transmitted diseases to be socially degrading. 
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Trine: ‘Well, I think you get a bad reputation. […] I also think it is disgusting […] No matter what, 
people are going to talk.’ 
 
Taking this point of view into consideration, the message of our campaign should be unfolded as an 
appeal towards the entire target audience to, at first, remember to wear condoms when having 
fortuitous sex. Secondly, the message should raise awareness for our audience to actively engage and 
improve their sense of responsibility on the subject of utilizing condoms. A focus on sexually 
transmitted diseases would be fatal for the campaign as the target group will at once feel disgusted by 
the topic, and find scare campaigns to be less meaningful. 
With our viral video, we wish to achieve this by creating a humorous video which strives to incorporate 
the seriousness of the issues at hand. We wish to integrate aspects of the everyday life of a teenager, 
such as dating, with a message that allows the target group to perceive a condom as a useful tool that 
can save lives. In fact, we characterize a viral video for such a campaign not to be scary or critical of 
their lifestyle. As the séance of focus group interview helped us to understand the attractive character 
our video should be, we also want to present some characteristics for sharing the video in order to 
create an arena, where teenagers can relate to their own experiences and think about condom use. The 
video should be funny and easy to access so, in relation to the forest fire concept, we can reach a wide 
network of teenagers. Viral campaigns are characterised by short videos. Short messages help the 
teenagers make sense as they are quite easy to relate to, based on meaningful experiences and easy to 
remember. We hope by relating the different categories in the analysis to the video, we will succeed in 
our campaign by taking our point of departure in the focus group interview.  
As mentioned in the analysis, the informants wanted condoms to be easily accessible and as normal as 
getting chewing gum or toothpicks, giving us an indication of trying to make it a part of everyday life 
just like eating or breathing.  
 
The storyboard will give an elaborate narration on how we achieve to address the males of our target 
group by presenting the male actor in the video as a male who should take into consideration the 
possible effects of not using a condom. 
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6. Video production 
In this last part of the report we have included the following: 
 
• Creative Brief 
• Scripts for two viral videos 
• Storyboard for one of the videos that we also decided to produce 
 
 
Video Production 
Throughout our project we were, to a certain extent, mimicking the processes of a standard advertising 
agency. As William Bernbach once said: “now it is our job to bring dead facts into life”.  So we 
decided to assemble a simple Creative Brief (CB) to guide us in creating campaign outputs and helping 
us to plan the production process. The purpose of the CB is to summarise the knowledge gathered in 
the project. By utilising the CB, it is possible to come up with usable ideas for the script. It is a guide in 
the creative process. 
 
Creative Brief 
Once we have reached a point where we have sufficient amount of information about the project 
background, target group and direction of our main message, we were able to assemble a Creative 
Brief. It is one of the ways of how to organize and work with project data. Key ideas are simplified and 
filled into a pre-made form. There are many different types and variations of CBs, but for our purposes 
we decided to merge formats used by Virginia Commonwealth University Adcenter and Ogilvy group. 
The outcome is one page, which has helped us in producing the script for the video. 
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6.1 Sex AD creative execution #1 “Goldfish” 
 
Online name: “A fishy first date” 
 
Keywords: Condom, sex, fish, Bakken, theme park, STD, cotton candy, date, accident,  
 
Location:  
Circus, Fair, Bakken 
 
Casting 
boy 16-17, girl 16-17 
 
Plot  
• The first date 
• Potential couple goes into entertainment park 
• Montage: couple goes through a couple of attractions 
• The boy wins a goldfish in a zip lock-bag and gives it to a girl... she is happy 
• Later, by a weird chain of events the bag gets penetrated (what irony) 
• The water is running out. Panic! Searching for solutions! 
• In the end guy pulls out a condom 
• The fish with the rest of the water placed into a condom... 
• Everyone is happy 
• The couple walks into a sunset... 
 
Claim 
“CONDOMS SAVES LIVES” 
“YOU NEVER KNOW WHEN YOU WILL NEED IT” 
 
POST claim (black-background) 
Warning about STDs in Denmark. 
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6.2 Sex ad # 2 – Sticker Chlamydia chase 
 
The following film will be recorded with a handheld camera. Picture a young man in a crowded square 
in the centre of town, i.e. Rådhuspladsen. People are walking back and forth all around him. The young 
man is holding a stack of large stickers in one of his hands, which in large letters read ‘Chlamydia’. We 
will see a myriad of shot of the young man as he runs in and out of the crowd and slap the stickers onto 
the backs of young women. Despite the whole video would be pre-organized and actors will be casted 
as “victims” the goal is to create ultra-real highly escalated scenarios. For this viral concept we are 
trying to use fascination by reality. We also presume that real alike but artificially escalated situations 
as chasing and fights might be attractive enough to share among the target group. The video would 
serve as sharing platform for condom use claims and STDs warnings. 
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6.3 Storyboard for “Goldfish” 
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Appendix 1 - Interview transcription 
 
Present at the interview is the four girls Trine 16, Elina 18, Maria 17 and Anna 17; the boy Pang 17, 
and interviewers Lasse and David. 
 
David: Og det er den 12 maj, og klokken den er 10 i 12, og vi sidder her med fire dejlige mennesker, 
 
(…): 5 mennesker (alle griner) 
 
David: 1, 2 mange.. 
 
Trine: Ja, jeg hedder Trine og jeg er seksten år. 
 
Elina: Jeg hedder Elina og jeg er atten år. 
 
Maria: Jeg hedder Maria og jeg er sytten. 
 
Anna: Jeg hedder Anna og jeg er sytten. 
 
Pang: Øh, jeg hedder Pang og jeg sytten. 
 
David: Ja, øhm, jeg vil starte med at stille et lidt videns baseret spørgsmål, hvad ved i om smitsomme 
kønssygdomme? 
 
Lang pause 
 
Anna: Ja, altså, hvad mener, hvilke sygdomme eller? 
 
David: Det hele. 
 
Lasse: Hvis i bruger bare lige et par minutter på at reflekterer over hvad i ved om emnet, måske på 
baggrund hvad i får at vide i skolen og hvad i måske har opsnappet i medierne, (1 min.) hvis i følger 
med der. 
 
Lang pause 
 
Lasse: På det seneste har der for eksempel været en undersøgelse der påpeger at øh, klamydia er et 
stort problem i Danmark ik’, og tilsyneladende viser det også at piger de er mere beviste omkring hvad 
det betyder, øhm, så de tager nogle forholdsregler som drenge ik’ tænker så meget over, så ved jeg ikke 
om det kan hjælpe dig lidt på vej. 
 
Alle griner 
 
Pang: Jeg forstår ikke spørgsmålet hvad betyder ”Krønssygdom”? 
 
David: Sexaul transmitted diseases 
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Pang: Okay. Jeg forstår ikke hele spørgsmålet. 
 
David: Hele spørgsmålet det er ”What do you know about sexual transmitted diseases?” 
 
Pang: Når ja, okay. 
 
Maria: Altså skal vi fortælle om hvilke vi kender? 
 
David: Ja, start med det. 
 
Maria: Ja men (2 min.), der er mange. Der er Klamydia, Aids 
 
Anna: Herpes 
 
Maria: Kønsvorter 
 
Elina: Gonorre 
 
Alle griner 
 
Anna: Jeg har mest kendskab til klamydia i hvert fald, det er sådan også det mest udbredte blandt unge 
tror jeg. 
 
David: Hvordan får man kønssygdomme så? 
 
Anna: Ved at have sammenleje uden beskyttelse. 
 
David: Er der andre måder at få dem på? 
 
Anna: Øhm, man kan godt få hvis, et eller andet der kan smitte mellem, øhm, gennem toiletsæder eller 
sådan noget. 
 
Maria: Kan man det? 
 
Anna: Jeg ved ikke rigtigt hvad det er for en kønssygdom der gør det, men.. 
 
David: Når, hvor har i jeres viden om kønssygdomme fra? (3 min.) 
 
Pang: Sex 
 
Lasse: Praktisk viden, praktisk erfaring 
 
Elina: Vi har lige haft en fra Sex og Samfund, et eller andet, en kvinde der kom ud, og så fortalte hun 
os om det sidste uge, eller forrige uge. 
 
Maria: Sidste uge. 
 
Lasse: Fedt. 
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Elina: Før det har vi hørt om det i folkeskole og rundt omkring og 
 
Maria: Og læst det også. 
 
Lasse: Hvornår startede i med at få undervisning i det? 
 
(alle i munden på hinanden): 7, ja 7 
 
David: hvad ville i, hvis i tager jeres, det i har lært i sidste uge og det i har lært siden sjette, syvende 
klasse, hvad vil i sige konsekvenserne af en kønssygdom er? 
 
Maria: Kan man ikke blive steril? 
 
Anna: Man kan i hvert fald blive steril af klamydia. 
 
Maria: Man kan dø af Aids (4 min.) (lang pause) (utydeligt) Men jeg har også læst at de der køns 
vorter kan man få kræft af eller sådan noget der. 
 
Lasse: Det er rigtigt, det kan udvikle sig, og man kan ikke rigtigt komme af med dem igen. 
 
Maria: Nej, men jeg tror da der, altså der er rigtigt mange unge der slet ikke, tænker så alvorligt over, 
hvad det egentligt kan gøre, og bare tænker ”når ja, nu er vi fulde, eller et eller andet ik” . 
 
Trine: Altså jeg synes (utydeligt), at man får et dårligt rygte. 
 
Lasse: Ja. Så det smitter af på det sociale liv man har. 
 
Trine: Ja 
 
Maria: Ja 
 
Lasse: Har i erfaringer med det? Altså det behøver i ikke at svare på, men kender i nogle hvor i viste.. 
 
Trine: Altså jeg har en veninde, hun har haft klamydia elleve gange. 
 
Lasse: Det var ikke så lidt. 
 
Trine: Og jeg synes, altså jeg synes det er ulækkert (5 min.), så sådan ser jeg også lidt 
 
Lasse: Så det har, har det ændret på dit forhold til hende? 
 
Trine: Ja, det synes jeg.  Lige meget hvad, så snakker folk i hvert fald, om øh det kan godt være hun er 
en skide sød pige og alt det der, men øh, men hvis hun gør nogle specielle ting, så er det klart folk 
snakker.  
 
Maria: Det behøves ikke kun at være pige, det kan da også være drengene, 
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Trine: Ja, ja også sagtens drengene. 
 
Lasse: Klart 
 
Anna: Men altså, ja, man høre mest for det hvis man er pige. 
 
Maria: Ja, det er rigtigt. 
 
Lasse: Er det fordi du tror, eller I tror måske at piger mere taler om det? Eller det måske er større tabu 
for drengene at tale om det. 
 
Maria: Ja. 
 
Anna: Måske, men også fordi at, at det er mere sådan okay for drenge, bare fordi de er drenge, og bare 
sådan er fuldstændigt lige glade med sådan, det ved jeg ikke. 
 
Maria: Jeg tror ikke drenge snakker ligeså meget om det som piger, fordi piger de fortæller hinanden 
alt, for eksempel ”åh  nej jeg har fået klamydia”, (6 min.) det siger drengene ikke. 
 
Lasse: Nej det tror jeg faktisk heller ikke vi gør. 
 
David: Nej 
 
Alle griner 
 
David: Hvis i skulle snakke med en eller anden om kønssygdomme, hvis i.. 7, 9 ,13, selv havde fået det 
eller et eller andet, hvem ville i så fortrække at snakke med. 
 
(flere i munden på hinanden) Læge, mor. 
 
Maria: Din mor? 
 
Elina: Ja (griner) 
 
David: Du sagde lægen (Henviser til Trine), Og hvad sagde du? 
 
Elina: Min mor. 
 
David: Ja 
 
Maria: Mine veninder. 
 
David: Veninder 
 
Anna: Nogen der har prøvet det før, nogen der har erfaring med det vil jeg sige. 
 
David: Ja, hvad med dig? (henviser til Pang) 
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Pang: Min far 
 
David: Din far? 
 
Pang: Ja. 
 
David: Hvordan kan det være? Hver i sær? 
 
Elina: Jeg ved ik’, jeg føler jeg har et rigtigt godt forhold til min mor. Først hende og så andre, lægen 
og veninder. 
 
Lasse: Er det noget i har talt om der hjemme så? 
 
Elina: Jeg har aldrig haft en kønssygdom. 
 
Lasse: Nej, nej 
 
Elina: Altså ja vi har 
 
Lasse: Har det været oppe og vende sådan øh, en pegefinger, hvis du nu går i byen husk at øh, der er 
nogle ting der.. 
 
Elagÿl: Altså ikke lige for mig, fordi jeg taget ikke i byen og sådan noget, men (7 min.) for min bror 
for eksempel. Der har de tit snakket med ham om det altså, det har ikke været sådan noget skæld ud 
noget, det har bare været snak, så. Men det ville først og fremmest være min mor. 
 
David: Hvad med jer andre? 
 
Anna: Jeg ved ikke, jeg ville, eller jeg ville måske snakke med en af mine veninder om det, hun har 
også haft det sådan, jeg ved ikke, seks gange eller sådan noget, så hun ved hvad det er, men jeg tror 
bare min mor ville blive lidt for hysterisk, for hun er bare sådan ”nanana, du skal tjekkes” lige når man 
første gang har haft sex med en dreng, så… det var sådan lidt overdrevet. Så tror jeg bare hun ville få 
lidt et hys anfald måske. Men altså, jeg er sådan lidt lige glad. 
 
(Lang pause) 
 
David: Ja, lad os bevæge os lidt videre. 
 
Lasse: Må jeg lige stille et spørgsmål mere? Nu sagde du, nu kom du bare lige ind på det der med at 
blive tjekket, er det noget i gør jævnligt? Det behøver i heller ikke svare på, (8 min.) men øh, er det 
sådan noget i er beviste om, og går til lægen hvert halve år, for lige at blive tjekket eller.. 
 
Trine: Jeg gør, 
 
Elina: Jeg er ikke seksuelt aktiv, så jeg har ikke rigtigt behov for det. 
 
Maria: Nej, jeg gør ik’, eller jeg er lige blevet tjekket, men det er noget jeg har tænkt mig at begynde at 
gøre. 
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Lasse: Er det noget som måske mere ligger i at når man har en lille mistanke, at man så går og bliver 
tjekket. 
 
Maria: Ja for eksempel hvis ens partner lige har sagt, øh ”jeg har klamydia, du skal nok blive tjekket”, 
 
Lasse: Ja, det ville nok være en god ide. 
 
Maria: (griner) 
 
Anna: Altså jeg er blevet tjekket en gang, og det var også lige for lidt siden, men, jeg ved ikke, jeg 
glemmer bare og gøre det, jeg tænker ikke rigtigt over det., sådan virkeligt åndssvagt, for jeg ved jo 
godt at der er nogle konsekvenser for det, men altså.. men det ville da helt klart være smartest at 
begynde at gøre det.  
 
Lasse: Ja, især hvis man tænker på klamydia og sterilitet hos kvinder ik’ (9 min.), det ville være synd 
at ødelægge sine.. bare på grund af nogle letsindige ungdoms løjer, så, så har det så konsekvenser 
egentligt på børnene eller et eller andet. (lang pause) Yes, men vi kan godt hoppe videre. 
 
David: Ja,  
 
Lasse: Hvis du ikke har flere spørgsmål til værd. 
 
David: Jamen, med mindre har i noget i kunne tænke jer at tilføje omkring kønssygdomme? 
 
Lasse: Måske også hvad der kan blive bedre? I forhold til oplysning og? 
 
Anna: Jamen, jeg tror først det er noget der går op for en hvis man selv har haft det, på en eller anden 
måde, for jeg tænker ikke rigtigt over konsekvenserne nu. 
 
Elegül: Men altså billigere piller. P-piller en gang, det koster bare sådan hundrede et eller andet, og så 
orker man ikke at tage dem hver dag.  
 
Lasse: Nej, men nu beskytter P-piller jo måske ikke direkte mod kønssygdomme. Men det er 
selvfølgelig en ting. 
 
Maria: Nej, men altså så også billigere kondomer, de er da heller ikke specielt (10 min.) billige. 
 
Lasse: Nej, det er rigtigt. 
 
Anna: Nej det er de ikke. 
 
Lasse: Det er måske hoppe hen så 
 
David: Ja det tror jeg, hvad ved i egentligt om kondomer? 
 
Elina: Om kondomer? 
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Lasse og David: Ja 
 
Elina: De er ikke 100% sikre, som alle de andre. 
 
Trine: De beskytter mod kønssygdomme. 
 
Maria: De beskytter i mod at blive gravid. 
 
Anna: Det er ubehageligt for drengen. 
 
(alle griner) 
 
Lasse: Det er der nok delte meninger om. 
 
David: Ej, det 
 
Lasse: Ej det er ikke toppen af poppen, det er det ikke. 
 
David: Nej, det er det ikke. 
 
(alle griner) 
 
Lasse: Det er vi enige om. 
 
David: Når, ja I har været inde på hvad kondomets funktion er, bruger i selv kondomer? 
 
Anna: Jeg gør, (11 min.) lige nu, for jeg er stoppet med mine P-piller, med min kæreste så, det har jeg 
gjort i fire måneder nu.  
 
Pang: What was the quetions? 
 
David: Do you use condoms yourself? 
 
Lasse: Det gør du? 
 
Pang: Ja selvfølgelig. 
 
Maria: Det er sjælent jeg gør.  
 
(alle griner) 
 
Pang: Jeg vil gerne fortælle om Kina, jeg har altid boet i Kina. I Kina vi bruger ikke the condoms, 
because the sex between the teenagers it is just very embaressing thing, so, but just doing sex, without 
condom, they don’t know, they don’t know it is very necessary to use condoms, so there are many girls 
in China that get pregnant (12 min.), and they cannot tell their parents so they just go to some small 
hospital to do abortion. 
 
Lasse: So it is a great taboo? It is not something you speak to your parents and all that. 
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Pang: No. 
 
David: Hvordan kan det være at nogle af jer vælger det konsekvent og nogen af jer vælger det en gang 
i mellem? 
 
Maria: Og hvad? 
 
Lasse: Kondomer? 
 
Maria: Jeg ved ikke, jeg tænker bare ikke over det? 
 
Anna: Jeg tror også lidt det er nemmere hvis du er på P-piller, fordi så er der i hvert fald ikke mulighed 
for at du kan blive gravid, og så tænker man måske ”ja, ja”. 
 
Lasse: Så er man lidt på den sikre sidde? 
 
Anna: Ja, tror man. 
 
Maria: Det er man. (griner) 
 
Lasse: Nu snakker I sådan lidt om noget som jeg næsten kan mærke også gælder, og det kender jeg 
selvfølgelig også godt, det der med at gå i byen, og sådan noget, og få noget indenbords, så (alle griner)  
(13 min.) Er det også noget af det der gør at man ikke tænker over det så meget måske? Fordi 
stemningen er der og 
 
Maria: Ja det er det, for eksempel, lad os sige man ligger og kysser eller et eller andet, så tænker man 
ikke ”Ej hov, du skal huske kondomet eller et eller andet” og stopper op mit i det hele. 
 
Trine: Jeg synes ikke det har noget med alkoholen og gøre. 
 
Maria: Nej. 
 
Trine: Fordi det er det samme hvis man ikke har drukket. 
 
Maria: Ja. 
 
David: Det er så sjovt, jeg har altid, altid gjort det til en del af akten. Altså i stedet for at stoppe op og 
gøre det, så simpelt hen bare få hende til at gøre det, og så bliver det ligesom frækt og lækkert ik’. På 
den måde. 
 
Anna: Jo, men jeg tror også bare, jeg synes det, hvis man ikke lige har et kondom, og man er bare 
sådan, jeg ved ikke, man er lidt ophidset og sådan noget, så øh så tror jeg bare det er sådan lidt, så altså 
”Når så skal jeg ned i kiosken og hente kondomer, okay”, det kan man bare ikke sådan lige.. så sker det 
bare. 
 
Lasse: Så kan man ligeså godt lægge sig til at sove. (pause)(alle griner) 
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David: Ej.. (14 min.) Har i kondomer på jer, eller forventer i at drengene har? 
 
Therese: Jeg har altid i min pung, i hvert fald.  
 
Ellegül: Ej, jeg forventer drengen har det..  
 
Maria: Jeg havde på et tidspunkt.  
 
Anna: Drengene har dem 
 
Therese: Det forventer jeg også men jeg har altid.  
 
David: Hvordan får i adgang til kondomer, køber i dem eller får i dem gratis?  
 
Pang: Kan man få dem gratis? 
 
Therese: På Roskilde Festivalen får man et armbånd og en kondom i hånden.  
 
Ellegül: Ej, er det rigtigt? 
 
Therese: Man kan også få dem af natteravnene der går [15 min] rundt om natten.  
 
Anna: Men som regel så køber jeg dem eller får min mor til at købe dem.  
 
Therese: Jeg får dem af min venindes far (fniser) fordi han er natteravn. Så kommer han bare sådan 
med tre-fire håndfulde eller sådan noget. 
 
Anna: Ej det er da meget sjovt. 
 
Lasse: Det er da sådan det skal være.  
 
Anna: Så var der noget så kikset som min far spurgte om jeg manglede nogle. Jeg kiggede bare væk. 
Han spurgte sådan ’har i nok prævention?’  
(Fniser igen) 
 
David: Hvilke erfaringer har i med (16 min) at købe kondomer? Synes i det er pinligt og er helst fri for 
at købe dem, eller synes i det er lige meget? 
 
Therese: Jeg synes slet ikke det er pinligt. Eller jo hvis man gøre det i supermarkeder og der er nogen 
man kender. Ens naboer, det er sådan nogle gamle mennesker og sådan noget der.  
 
Anna: Det ved jeg ikke, lidt måske. Det kan godt være sådan lidt…..jeg vil gerne have en pakke 
kondomer og så står der bare en rigtig lang kø bag en -  det kan være lidt flovt.  
 
Lasse: Hvad synes i om navnet eller betegnelsen kondomer? Hvordan synes i det lyder?  
 
Therese: Det lyder som en kønssygdom. 
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Lasse: Ja gør det ik’? Det lyder faktisk som Kondylomer, som rent faktisk er kønsvorter, så det er 
faktisk et totalt åndsvagt navn.  
 
Anna: Det tænker jeg ikke over – man har vænnet sig til det.  
 
Lasse: Kunne det være navnet der får en til at tage afstand fra det?  
 
Elina: En kondom er jo en kondom.  
 
Maria: Det tror jeg ikke.  
 
Lasse: Hvad kalder i det når i snakker med veninderne?  
 
Therese: Kondom.  
 
Lasse: I siger kondom?  
 
Alle piger: Ja, ja.  
 
David: Hvad skulle der til for at have en anden erfaring, så det ikke blev så pinligt at købe dem?  
 
Maria: Det ved jeg ikke.  
 
Lasse: Skulle der være flere automater rundt omkring?  
 
Therese: De skulle måske bare stå et helt andet sted i butikken så man bare kunne tage dem sammen 
med andre ting.  
 
Anna: Ja, ikke sådan lige foran….. 
 
Therese: Ej, men det er bare sådan helt oppe ved kassen og det er tit hvor man skal spørge om (18 min) 
det sådan og så skal jeg også lige (Fniseri). Det er ikke sådan at man bare tage dem med ned i kurven. 
 
Anna: Nej, det er rigtigt nok. Det ville være meget rart. Ellers nogle flere automater kunne også være 
meget godt.  
 
Elegül: I Tyrkiet der står bind, kondomer og andre sådan nogle seksuelle, eller underlivs ting ikke  
åbent. De står altid under kassen og så skal man sige. Og så tager de den ud og pakker den ind i sådan 
et avisstykke og så giver de dig den. Og det er så slemt sådan at ingen må se dig. 
 
Maria: Ej, jeg har aldrig set kondom i Serbien? 
 
Elina: Ej det har jeg, eller jeg har ikke set det, men du ved, jeg ved at det er der sammen med bind og 
alt muligt. Men i supermakeder der er de der, men i kiosker og sådan nogle små halløjer, der er de 
under kassen. 
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David: Nu (19 min) skifter vi lidt emne….det er sådan at den video vi skal lave, den skal lanceres på 
nettet, som en video der bliver sendt rundt til hinanden, på facebook eller youtube. Hvilken hjemmeside 
foretrækker i, altså hvis i tænker på sociale netværk?  
 
Elina: Facebook, alle har facebook.  
 
Maria: Ikke mig.  
 
David: Bruger du andre hjemmesider? 
 
Therese: Næh, jeg har MSN og så er det det. Så har jeg en mobil.  
Men altså youtube of facebook, det er nok det.  
 
Pang: Jeg har facebook og youtube.  
 
Lasse: Hvad med det der Arto? Bruger i det længere?  
 
Maria: Det er mere for sådan nogle 13 årige.  
 
Anna: Det havde jeg også fra 6-8 klasse.  
 
David: Hvad bruger i dem til? Facebook og youtube?  
 
Therese: Facebook er nok mere med at komme i kontakt med andre og sådan set bare kunne stalke 
dem fuldstændigt for kunne se hvad der sker i deres liv. (fniser) Ikke fordi jeg gør det, men det er jo det 
man kan. 
 
Anna: Det er sådan noget med ’Nu skal jeg på toilettet’, ’nu spiser jeg mad’, ’nu spiser jeg kiks’ ’nu 
sidder jeg på min seng’ og sådan noget. Man ved alt hvad folk gør.  
 
Therese: Dengang jeg slog op med min eks kæreste, hvad hedder det, to min efter jeg havde skrevet 
det på facebook, fik jeg en opringning, hvorfor har du ikke sagt det? Så man får alt ting at vide på 
facebook.  
 
Lasse: Man er (21 min) også selv uden om det hvis man skriver sådan noget på ens status.  
 
Therese: Altså jeg bruger det ikke så meget fordi jeg har slet ikke tid til det. Men når jeg så bruger det 
så er det mest for at komme i kontakt med gamle venner, tror jeg. Som man ikke har mulighed for at se 
så skriver man lige en lille besked på facebook.  
 
David: Hvilke seje videoer har i set for nyligt på nettet?  
 
Maria: Jeg har en video som jeg har set på youtube som var med Cristiano Ronaldo hvor han laver 
rigtige seje tricks (22 min) og Ronaldinho, Carlos og nogle andre.  
 
Elina: Jeg søger mest efter musik. Nogle gode sange, gamle sange man ikke lige husker mere.  
 
Pang: Det gør jeg også.  
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David: Er der nogle af dem i sender rundt til hinanden?  
 
Maria: Ja, det gør jeg. For at minde en anden veninde om hun kan huske den sang.  
 
David: Hvad er en fed video som er værd at dele med andre?  
 
Anna: Det er når der sker en masse, noget sjovt eller noget virkelig vildt sådan. Noget overdrevet som 
ikke har set før - Så er det virkelig sådan, wow, du skal lige se det her.  
 
(23 min) lang pause 
 
David: Hvad ellers?  
 
Pang: Jeg forstår ikke det sidste spørgsmål.  
 
Lasse gentager spørgsmålet på engelsk for Pang.  
 
Yindga: Something about alien or ghost.  
 
Lasse: So something very scary? 
 
Pang: Yes, scary. Yeah, gyser, gyser. 
 
David: So what makes an online video cool?  
 
Pang: I think not very long, they are going to have a very great and exciting beginning (24 min), very 
cool or wonderful story or dialogue.  
 
Therese: Jeg tror for mit vedkommende skal det helst være sjovt før jeg gider sende det videre til 
andre. Noget hvor jeg selv skral griner til det (fniseri) så tænker jeg haha det skal de også gøre.  
 
Lasse: Kan i huske nogle hvor i sendt dem (video) videre eller snakket om dem?  
 
Elegül: Jeg så faktisk en der handlede om kondomer og det er sådan, altså man ser kun et stykke papir, 
og så en mand der sidder og tegner så starter han med at tegne en penis. Så først tror man noget om den 
og så tegner han videre så bliver det til sådan en klovn. Så starter han igen med hele tiden sådan 
nogle(25 min) frække ting, så bliver det til en blomst eller en rigtig sød bamse eller et eller andet. Så 
den synes jeg var meget sjov.  
 
Maria: Hvad har det med kondomer at gøre? 
 
Lasse: Ligger den på youtube? 
 
David: Ja, den har også floreret på facebook. 
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Ellegül: Så sætter han sådan en kondom på… så laver han den om til en eller anden klovn der puster en 
ballon op du ved, så bliver kondomet til en ballon. Det starter med noget og så bliver det til noget helt 
andet.  
 
David: Det starter som noget sjofelt. Så udvikler han tegningen, den samme tegning, til noget der ikke 
er sjofelt. 
 
Elina: Det er faktisk rigtig sygt han tegner virkelig flot. 
 
Maria: (26 min) Jeg kan godt huske en det var sådan en panda mor der har en panda baby (utydeligt 
pga grin). Så nyser babyen og så bliver moren bange, den er faktisk rigtigt sjov. 
 
David: Ja, det er rigtigt, den var sjov, den kan jeg godt huske (Maria fniser) Det virker som om moren 
bliver helt overrasket over at der rent faktisk er en baby. 
 
(pigerne fniser) 
 
Anna: Så er det altid sjovt at se nogen slå sig (Alle griner). Det er det jo bare. Eller sådan nogle  
dyre videoer med dumme katte og hunde. 
 
Trine: Ja, ja, ja, sådan nogle katte der bare…  
 
David: Jeg kunne godt tænke mig hvis vi kunne vende lidt tilbage, til og blande de to sidste emner, 
noget med kondomer og videoer, for vi skal jo gerne lave en video, så nogle af jeres, ligesom, meninger 
omkring de to ting, hvis I kunne sætte dem sammen (video og kondom) oppe i hovedet?  
 
Maria: Altså skal det være en video der får folk til at beskytte sig med kondomer?  
 
David: Jah…..emnet skal bare være det.  
 
Lasse: Det er meget fedt hvis det vil være effekten af det, men det tror jeg bliver meget svært, fordi der 
har været så meget ik, men… 
 
Trine: Yeah det er vi sikkert også 
 
David: Vi tænker længe om vi nærmerer lidt vi skulle underholde om i skal være opmærksom om det 
op en eller anden måde. 
 
Lasse: At den bliver spredt ik, og hvis vi sender den ud til jer eller et eller andet, eller i er nogen der 
opdager den, at i rent faktisk har lyst til at sende den videre, eller gøre opmærksom på den eller et eller 
andet ik’. Så vi får den der effekt som vi har snakket om, at det må man har lyst til at dele med andre. 
 
Anna: (28) Ja, Jeg tror i hvert fald ikke at sådan en, hvis i laver sådan en skræmmekampagne. Det 
plejer man at se så mange gange. 
 
 
Lasse: Det plejer heller ikke at virke. 
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Anna: Man gider ikke engang at se det. 
 
Maria: Hvad? 
 
Anna: En skræmmekampagne 
 
Maria: Jeg tænker mere på det det er reklamer som det er andet program hvor de viser noget 
forskellige slags reklamer, også noget om kondomer også noget... Hvor der er ... Jeg kan ikke huske 
hvor, men der var en far der har kommet hjemme, og så siger han at, det er en spanske reklame, også 
siger han at det er tyggegummi så begynder han at tygge på den. 
 
(Alle griner) 
 
Elina: Ad, tænk hvis man slugte det. 
 
Anna: (29) Hvis man vil fremhæve et eller andet, så kunne man bare gøre, altså noget klassisk hvor 
man har en eller anden dreng, og alt gik galt for ham en eller anden dag, og det eneste lykkedes for ham 
det var bare at købe en kondom og sådan og så kørte det ellers bare for ham eller et eller andet... det 
ved jeg ikke... det var passer du bare på en reklame for at købe noget. 
 
David: Har I et bestemt mærke i foretrækker? Form, farve, smag? 
 
Trine: Euh ikke rigtigt 
 
Anna: Nej, det tror jeg ikke. Jeg har på et tidspunkt prøvet et der var selvlysende, det var ret sjovt 
 
Maria: (30) Ej, var der sådan selvlysende? Det var da grineren. 
 
Anna: Det var ret sjovt. Det var også lidt klamt. 
 
Maria: Ej, hvor havde du den fra? 
 
Anna: Vi havde været inde og shoppe i Planet på Istedgade.  
 
David: 
- Det er også en god butik 
 
Anna: Ok det kommer an på (griner)… Men ikke rigtigt noget favourit, jeg tror bare, altså. Jeg synes 
bare hankypanky er ret dårligt. Jeg synes det afhænger om penge fx. at jeg har dårligt.  
 
David: Hvordan det? 
 
Anna: Det ved jeg ikke (griner)… Det lyder bare ikke... Nej det er ligesom... det ved jeg ikke... jeg skal 
bare ikke ... hvis det går let i stykker 
 
David: Det kan man godt. (31)Der kan vi også være for mange for at finde et der holder. Hvad 
fortrækker du (Henvendt vil Lasse)? 
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(pause) 
 
Lasse: Det ved jeg sku egentligt ikke.. Jeg tror ikke jeg har nogle præferencer, jeg er sådan der bare 
tager på baren, jeg gider bare ikke bruge penge på det. 
 
David: Jeg bruger de der RFSU… Jeg synes de der COOP de gå også for let i stykker. Det er neddern. 
Så er det neddern, så bliver man nødt til at afbryde, bogstaveligt talt. 
 
(32) 
 
Lasse: Hvis i skulle øh, sådan emnet omkring smitsomme kønssygdom, hvis I skulle fx i forhold til det 
her med videoen, har i nogen idéer til om hvordan man kunne dreje det sådan ind på en sjovt, få en sjov 
tvist på det? 
 
(Pause) 
 
Lasse: Altså hvordan man kunne fremstille det sjovt. Fx jeg har leget med en af mine kamarater som 
jeg bor sammen med, han er grafisk designer, vi har sådan taget en kaktus og så lavet det sådan så det 
rent faktisk ligner en tissemand. Så har kaktus alle de her pigge, det synes vi ser lidt sjovt ud, hvis man 
tænker på de her kønssygdomme og får en eller anden fed tekst på. Om I måske har nogle ideer til 
hvordan man sådan ku’, ikke gøre grin med det, men sådan, spice det lidt op, gøre det lidt sjovt, så folk 
rent faktisk gider og kigge på det og gider at kigge en ekstra gang måske, det er måske mere det, så de 
får budskabet 
 
Yngda: Hvor lang tid skal det være denne video? (33) 
 
David: Max 2-3 minutter 
 
Pige: Har i tænkt jer at bruger nogle animation? 
 
Lasse: Det er vi ikke helt enige om endnu 
 
David: Ahh, ej men det er der jo ikke nogen af os der kan. Vi kan godt optage en rigtig video, men… 
 
Lasse: Umiddelbart, så tror jeg vi at vi bare bruge nogle skuespillere. 
 
Pang: Bruge nogle skuespiller? 
 
Maria: Pang vil gerne være med (griner) 
 
Lasse og David: Ja, jamen hjertens gerne. 
 
Anna: Altså tænker du på ud fra jeres ide med kaktussen?  
 
Lasse: Nej 
 
Anna: Bare i det hele taget. 
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Lasse: Hvis i skulle sætte noget sjovt på det som i synes, som måske bryder lidt emnet, eller et eller 
andet. 
 
Anna: Mmm... (34) Jeg kan ikke komme i tanke om noget. 
 
Lasse: Det er da også helt fair, det var også bare et spørgsmål.  
 
Pang: Det skal være dokumentar eller historie? 
 
Lasse: Ja det bliver sådan en edutainment, education og entertainment. Det er lidt i den retning vi vil 
hen... (utydeligt) 
 
Trine: Jeg ved faktisk ikke hvad der vil få mig til at blive ved med at se en video. 
 
Lasse: Det er ikke så meget for dig til at blive ved med det... men bare gøre indtryk på dig, således at 
du deler det budskab med andre måske bare det eller måske også bare at det sætter sig fast i 
hukommelsen, at du måske om et halvt år frem tænker sådan ’når ja, der var den der video’, det er 
måske sådan en man ikke lige glemmer ik’ Jeg ved godt det er svært, vi skal jo bruge jer for at lave det 
her, ellers så er vi helt blanke jo. Det er bare et håb at i kan smide et eller andet guldkorne op.  
 
Elina: Altså, jeg husker videoer mest fra deres melodi eller sangen i videoen, for så ved man hvad det 
var det handlede om.  
 
Lasse: Det kan vi måske så snakke om, hvis man så skal sætte noget lyd på, hvilken retning skulle det 
gå? 
 
Elina: Ja, sådan en bestemt sang, som ikke har været med i andre reklamer, så man ved, eller, så man 
ved at det er præcis dét, det handler om. 
 
David: Vi finder bare iTunes top 20 listen og spiller den. 
 
Lasse: Ja, eller Birdy Nam Nam 
 
David: Ja, der har vi den. 
 
Lasse: Den bruger vi da bare. 
 
Pang: Kunne i (utydeligt) kamera (utydeligt) og finder noget sprog (utydeligt) 
 
Lasse: Ja det kan vi også tænke på...(36) måske kan det være en del af videoen, ja det kan godt være 
 
David: Jeg har tænkt lidt i sådan noget øh, 100 sjove måder at bruge kondom på, som ikke er om 
direkte sex. Ville det være noget i synes der var sjovt? 
 
Piger i kor: ja 
 
David: Trick nr. 55, eller et eller andet. 
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Anna: Okay, 100 det er måske for meget. 
 
David: Ja   
 
Trine: Det er lige voldsomt nok ik’ 
 
Lasse: Den bliver måske lidt lang. 
 
David: Men altså, vi viser 2 eller 3 eller 5 triks eller sådan noget ik’ 
 
Maria: Eller 10. 
 
David: Bruger det som hat eller... det ved jeg ikke. Jeg ved ikke hvad fanden man kan bruge et kondom 
til.  
 
Anna: Men hvad så hvis budskabet ikke rigtigt, der ville jo ikke rigtigt være noget budskab. 
 
Lasse: Det er det. 
 
David: Næh men så kommer der opmærksomhed på kondomet. 
 
Lasse: Jeg havde tænkt mig, jeg har en idé om hvor man bankede lidt på det der med at det er så 
akavet, det kan være så stemningsdræbende ...at man så skal fedte rundt med et kondom, så har jeg 
tænkt på sådan en klassisk scene hvor hun måske lige går (37) ud på badeværelset for at gøre sig klar 
og han ligger der og skal til at bikse med det der kondom, så har han fået fat i et eller andet, det kan 
være enten er det alt for lille eller alt for stor eller noget, men så lige pludselig sidder han der og 
tænker... fuck, hvad skal jeg nu med det? Og, et eller andet… Så han bliver nødt til at finde på en eller 
anden løsning, til at det kan passe på ham, eller et eller andet ik’ 
 
Anna: Så kan han begynde at klippe i det, og begynde og… 
 
(Alle griner) 
 
Lasse: Ja, så kunne det for eksempel være sjovt hvis han klippede et par centimeter af.. 
 
 
Anna: Ja hvorfor ikke 
 
Lasse: Det kører bare 
 
Anna: Men.. det er bare.. det er bare også ret almindeligt, men det er jo også svært at finde noget til 
som så, sådan, skal være ekstraordinært også. 
 
Lasse: Ja, lige præcis. 
 
Trine: Men jeg tænker bare om at det skulle man også få frem at det netop ikke behøver at være 
akavet, og det er ikke akavet, og så vise noget sådan... (38) så folk de tænker, ’når men det er jo nemt 
nok det her, så kan vi også godt sagtens’.  
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David: Så kan vi lave en ”Softcore porn ...” og viser hvordan man gør det lækkert 
 
Anna: I kunne også lave en ... 
 
Trine: Ahhh… 
 
(David griner) 
 
Anna: Det ved jeg ikke, gøre det sådan, som om det bare var normalt, altså ligesom for eksempel 
sådan, så så man noget som snakkede, så sådan, ’hey vil du have et tyggegummi forresten?’, og så bare 
sådan, ’Hey vil du have en kondom?’ Eller, sådan gøre det almindeligt eller sådan noget.  
 
Pige: Ja, ja 
 
Anna: Det kunne også være meget godt, bare sådan som om det var helt normalt, ’hey, skal du også 
have et kondom’. 
 
Lasse: Ligesom at spise og drikke, så… 
 
Anna: Ja, ja, bare sådan… 
 
Lasse: Skide god ide. 
  
David: Så det ikke bliver pinligt. 
 
Anna: Ja, altså… på en restaurant eller sådan noget, så salt og peber og så er der også lige et kondom 
eller et eller andet ik’ 
 
(Alle griner) 
 
Anna: Det kunne være meget sjovt. 
 
Trine: Sammen med kaffen i stedet for chokolade... 
 
(Alle griner) 
 
David: Hvad er det værste i har oplevet ... (39) Altså pinligheds faktor... du nævnte tidligere din far at 
han kom og spurgte, det var ret pinligt sagde du.. 
 
Maria: (utydeligt)(griner) Ej, det er ikke noget specielt. 
 
David: Jeg tror det pinligste jeg har oplevet det er at blive overrasket af min far, da vi lige var færdige, 
og så havde glemt at det lå på gulvet. Det er eddermanme noget… 
 
Lasse: Ja, den har jeg også prøvet. 
 
(Alle griner) 
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Anna: (39) Jeg har også prøvet noget virkelig, virkelig, virkelig vildt kikset ... det var sådan ... det var 
ret meget Anja og Viktor agtigt faktisk. Hehe ... det var så sjovt ... det var sådan noget ... han, min 
kæreste havde lige fået sin egen lejlighed ... og så var vi oppe hos ham ... så havde vi lige, eller, vi var 
faktisk gået i gang. Og så ringer det på hans dør, og så havde han fuldstændig glemt at hans onkel kom, 
(40) og så var det bare sådan ... jeg tog bare alt mit tøj og så løb jeg ind på toilettet og tog det på, og så 
trak han bare bukserne op, og så havde han bare stadig det der kondom på ... og så kom hans onkel ind 
og så stod han bare sådan ’Hej’ ... og så gik jeg sådan lige med det samme, jeg synes det var ret ... ret 
akavet, og så var han bare sådan ’Jeg har det stadigvæk på, vi ses’ ... det var lidt sjovt! 
 
David: Den har jeg også prøvet ... hvad kan man gøre altså, det ... det tager for lang tid. Bare swiiit ...  
 
Trine: Jeg ved ik’ ... der skal meget, der skal meget til før at jeg bliver flov over noget ... især hvis det 
har noget med min mor at gøre, fordi vi har et meget åbent forhold. Øhm ... men lige så snart, jeg tror 
... lige så snart det er gamle mennesker, og jeg kan se på dem at de bliver forarget over det ... så bliver 
jeg sådan lidt, så føler jeg mig rigtig lille ... så bliver jeg flov! 
 
Lasse: Er det gamle mennesker der kender dig eller ...  
 
Trine: (41) Ja ja ... 
 
Lasse: Ok! 
 
Trine: Altså, sådan ... 
 
Lasse: Jeg tror faktisk ... personligt, så tror jeg ... sådan gamle mennesker bliver glad for at ... øh ... at 
man gør sig den slags tanker ... 
 
David: Man glemmer at gamle mennesker dyrker mere sex end vi gør! 
 
Lasse: De har i hvert fald masser af tid til det ... 
 
David: Det er jo det! 
 
Anna: Arjh, puha! 
 
(Alle griner ...) 
 
Anna: Ja men ok, det er jo sådan set også et tabu jo ... 
 
Lasse: Old people’s sex ... heldigvis ikke vores emne! 
 
(Alle griner ...) 
 
David: Præventions-videoer for gamle mennesker ...  
 
Lasse: Hvad har vi mere? 
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David: Jamen øh ... min liste er tom ... så det her, det er ... kører rent fra leveren! 
 
Lasse: Det er ren freestyle! 
 
Lasse: Hmm ...  
 
David: (42) Noget der giver mening!? 
 
Anna: (Til Monica) Har du ikke nogle historier ... jeg elsker dine historier! 
 
David: Lad os se hvad i har ... hvis du ikke vil dele den, så skal du ikke gøre det! 
 
Monica: Jeg ved ikke hvad for en historie jeg skal fortælle ... i kan spørge og så svarer jeg hvis jeg vil!  
Lasse: Ok ... så laver jeg ... altså ... lige føre det tilbage til det der med de der kønssygdomme dér. 
Igennem den tid hvor i har haft seksualundervisning ... har fået tingene at vide og sådan noget ... er der 
noget der sådan er kommet bag på jer på et tidspunkt, hvor i bare har tænkt ... er det virkelig rigtigt, og 
som har fået jer til sådan ... at tænke lidt mere over det? En skrækhistorie eller et eller andet ... altså, 
hvor i har tænkt ’shit mand’ ...  
 
Anna: Altså ... altså jeg ved ikke, jeg havde ikke så meget i skolen ... så det var sådan ... min veninde, 
sådan første gang hun skulle have sex ... der var egentlig ikke rigtig andre fra vores klasse der havde 
prøvet ... så kunne hun ikke forstå hvorfor øh ... fordi at hun var på p-piller tror jeg ... så kunne hun 
ikke forstå hvorfor hendes (43) ... da sæden røg ud igen ... og hun troede der var noget galt med hende 
... så hun løb bare sådan ... direkte på toilettet ... og stod sådan ’Ej hvad fanden sker der?’ ... og hun var 
bange for at der var et eller andet galt eller sådan noget ... og det havde hun jo ikke fået at vide ... så det 
måtte hun læse sig til og sådan noget ... det var ikke så fedt tror jeg!  
 
Lasse: Hvis i skal give en vurdering af det ... synes i så generelt at ... øh ... at seksualundervisningen er 
... er for slap? 
 
Elina: Ja ...  
 
Monica: Ja ... 
 
David: Ahhh ... (for slap haha) 
 
(Alle griner ...) 
 
Lasse: Ja ... godt fanget David ! 
 
David: Ja hehe ... 
 
David: Det koncentrerer sig vel ... hvis jeg husker tilbage på min egen for ... Gud ved ikke hvor mange 
år siden ... 
Lasse: Hehe ... vi fik sådan én ... hvad hedder sådan én ... en flamengopik ... 
 
Elina: Ja ... den er der stadig! 
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Lasse: Nåh ... den er der stadig! 
 
David: Vi fik en banan ... skulle sætte et kondom på den! Men ellers fik vi ikke så meget om 
kønssygdomme ... vi fik sgu mest ’Det er sådan man gør det og det er det der sker’ ... hvis man ikke 
beskytter sig og sådan noget ik’ ...  
 
Lasse: Jeg kan huske at drengene blev sendt udenfor ... mens kvinderne skulle snakke ... (44) eller få 
noget at vide om deres menstruationscyklus og sådan noget ... det skulle drengene ikke være en del af 
...  
 
David: Nej ... det er rigtigt!  
 
Lasse: Det har jeg aldrig fattet før jeg blev en ... 18, 19, 20 år ... jeg fattede da ikke at kæresten ikke 
kunne ... hver ... øh ... det ved jeg ikke ...  
 
(Alle griner ...) 
 
Lasse: Det var først da jeg begyndte at komme ind i det at jeg så skulle sætte kryds i min egen kalender 
... ’det er der hun har det dér’ ... det fattede jeg ikke meget af ... hverken min søster eller min mor havde 
snakket med mig om det ... så det var sådan noget, det fattede jeg overhovedet ikke! 
 
David: Det er en spøjs ting ... i virkeligheden! Der nogle der slet ikke kan ... og så er der nogle der er 
fuldstændig ligeglad.  
 
Anna: Kan hvad? 
 
David: Øh ... dyrke sex når man har sin menstruation! 
 
Anna: Nåh ...  
David: Det kommer også an på manden ...  
 
Anna: Hehe ...  
 
David: Der er nogle der slet ikke kan udstå det jo ... 
 
Lasse: Jamen ... du skal ikke være for sart! 
 
David: Nej ... det skal man ikke! 
 
Lasse: Nåh ... 
 
(Meget lang pause ...) 
 
Trine: (45) Men ... jeg ved ... jeg ved ikke særlig meget om kønssygdomme ... og jeg synes også tit at 
det bliver sprunget over ... sådan ... når man snakker om ... altså ... sådan ... ’Ja, og så er der fare for at 
få kønssygdomme, så det skal i passe på’ ... og så går man videre! Sådan ... ok ...  
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Lasse: Hvad slags viden mangler du så på det område ... er det hvordan man får det og hvordan man 
kan forebygge det ... eller er det konsekvenserne af det ... eller? 
 
Trine: Jamen jeg ... lidt af det hele tror jeg! 
 
Lasse: Ok ...  
 
Trine: Øh ... 
 
Lasse: Har i stadigvæk nu ... nu her ... det har i vel ikke i 1.g ... der har i vel ikke noget undervisning 
længere ... omkring det? 
 
Elina: Vi havde lige haft det forleden jo ...  
 
Lasse: Ok ... nåh ja ... men det var ... så kom de udefra ... og  
Elina: Ja! 
 
Lasse: Ok ...  
 
Elina: (46) Jamen ... skal vi ikke også lave et eller andet ... undersøge noget ... jeg ved det ikke ... om 
kønssygdomme ... (henvender sig til de andre piger) 
 
Monica: Ja ... arjh ... hvornår skal vi fremlægge det? 
 
Svar i kor: Det ved jeg ikke ... (Anna, Elina og Trine) 
 
(Pigerne griner i kor ...) 
 
(Lang pause ... lidt pigefnisen ind imellem) 
 
David: Jeg tror vi har været det hele rundt altså ... 
 
Lasse: Mere eller mindre ik’? 
 
David: Jo ...  
 
(Meningsløs snak ...) 
 
Lasse: (47) Jeg har hele tiden undret mig over  ... eller ikke undret mig over ... men funderet over ... nu 
er det jo også nogle dage siden vi var ... eller jeg var på jeres alder ... og øh ... jeg tænker bare hele 
tiden ... jargonen omkring de her ting. Nu siger i jo det er rimeligt sobert ... i kalder et kondom for et 
kondom og kønssygdomme kalder i også bare hvad de nu hedder ... men øh ... (48) der er ikke noget 
slang forbundet med det ... altså ... som i sådan ... øh ... vil synes ... eller nogle koder måske ... når man 
er i byen og ...  
 
Monica: Næh ... 
 
Lasse: Det er der ikke?  
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Monica: Det er mere menstruationen der er det! 
 
Lasse: Ja ...  
 
Pigerne i kor: Ja ... 
 
Lasse: Super! 
 
Anna: Kondom er et kondom ... eller beskyttelse eller noget ik’! 
 
David og Lasse i kor: Ja! 
 
Lasse: De klassiske ting ...  
 
Trine: Ja ... 
 
(Uvedkommende interne drøftelser mellem David og Lasse) 
 
David: Vi ville jo rigtig gerne have hørt en masse historier fra jer ... 
 
Lasse: Jeg kan godt forstå i holder igen ... 
 
(Pigerne griner lidt ...) 
 
Trine: Historier om hvad? 
 
David: Jamen ... øh ... omkring hvilken kønssygdom eller person ...  
 
Anna: Altså oplevelser vi har haft ik’? 
 
David: Det ... en oplevelse kan jo også være ... 
 
Elina: Jeg har aldrig haft en oplevelse med kønssygdomme! 
David: Jamen ... det kan for eksempel være din (Trine’s) veninde der har haft det 11 gange ... det er jo 
også en oplevelse du har haft ik’! At hun har fået det ... overhovedet ... hvor hurtigt i har snakket om 
det ... eller du har ment noget om det ... 
 
Lasse: (49) Nu ved jeg ikke hvor meget du har snakket med hende ... men er det en person der bare 
sådan er meget ligeglad ... eller?  
 
Trine: Nej ... men altså ... det er jo sådan ... når hun har fået ... altså nu ... når hun kommer og siger 
’Jeg har Chlamydia, eller Herpes eller Gonoré eller Kondylomer’ ... hun har haft alt! Jeg mener ...  
 
(De andre piger begynder at grine i kor ...)    
 
Trine: ... hun har ... det skulle ikke undre mig hvis hun allerede har fået Aids ... altså ... øhm ... men når 
hun kommer og siger det ... så er det bare sådan ... ’nåh, ok’ ... fordi hun har det så mange gange ... og 
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det ... altså ... selvom jeg siger til hende ... ’Nåh men, skulle du ikke lige ...’ ... til at tænke dig lidt mere 
om og sådan ... ’Ja ja, jo!’ ...   
 
(De andre piger griner igen ...) 
 
Trine: ... og så ... måneden efter ... så ... ’Nåh, jeg har lige været til lægen’ ... og så har hun Chlamydia 
igen!  
 
Lasse: Altså ... man kan jo også sige ... at nu om dage ... så er det også blevet bedre og bedre på ... ... 
altså ... på det medicinale marked ... som ... altså ... hvad ... man får  bare en pille ik’!? 
 
Pigerne i kor: Jo ... 
 
Lasse: Så det er jo ret nemt ... altså ... at tage løst på det som sådan ... (50) hvis man bare kan gå op og 
få en pille for det! 
 
Elina: Jamen det kan jo ikke gå op og gøre hver gang ... det ødelægger ens immunforsvar ... og så til 
sidst kan det ikke beskytte dig imod det ... 
  
Lasse: Lige præcist! 
 
Monica: De er dyre de der piller ... 
 
Lasse: Det tror jeg ... 
 
Elina: 120 for sådan én pille og så er det ... og så er gjort rigtig meget ud af den ... sådan en pakke ... 
sådan midt i det hele ... 
 
Anna: Altså ... en fortrydelsespille eller hvad?  
 
Elina: Ja ... 
 
Anna: Er der ikke sådan noget med ... at hvis man tager den over 3 gange så kan blive steril også? 
(henvender sig til de andre piger) 
 
Monica: Jeg har bare hørt ... at ens immunforsvar ikke er så stærkt ... 
 
Elina: Det bliver mindre for hver gang ...  
 
Trine: Jeg har også sådan en anden veninde der bruger fortrydelsespiller som prævention ... 
 
De andre piger samt David og Lasse i kor: Arjh ... 
 
Trine: ... hun er syg i hovedet!  
 
Anna: Det er sygt! 
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Monica: Arjh ... hvordan kunne hun holde det ud ... jeg tog én og jeg blev skør af den! ... ja ... jeg 
kunne ikke gå ... jeg troede jeg skulle dø den dag ... jeg lå bare på jorden og folk troede jeg var stiv! Jeg 
havde bare smerter ... 
 
Anna: (51) Men altså ... det synes jeg heller ikke det hjælper ... fordi at ... min veninde hun har aldrig 
taget en fortrydelsespille før ... så havde hun sex med én hvor kondomet sprang ... og så tog hun en 
fortrydelsespille dagen efter ... hun blev alligevel gravid og skulle have en abort! Det var helt vildt ... 
 
David: Hold da op! 
 
Anna: Ja, det var ikke så sjovt for hende! 
 
(Længere pause ...) 
 
Lasse: Ja ... nu er det jo sådan at de fleste kondomer ... de har jo ... de er jo smurt ind i sæddræbende 
creme ... så det der med graviditet og kondomer  ... det er jo ... meget sjældent det sker!? ... men øh ... 
 
Anna: Jeg tror heller ikke at folk tænker så meget over det ... fordi, så er der den der pille ... og så er 
der ... hvad hedder det ... så kan man altid få en abort ... og så er det bare det! Så det er ik’ lige som i 
gamle dage hvor man SKAL have et barn nu ... eller ...  
 
Lasse: Ja ... bare lige at få en abort ... det er vel også en ubehagelig ting ...  
 
Anna: Ja jo ... men øh ... 
 
Lasse: Nu er det jo jer det vedrører kan man sige ... men øh 
 
Anna: Jo jo ... selvfølgelig ... men jeg tror ikke at ... at man går så meget op i det mere ...  
 
Lasse: (52) Ok ...  
 
Trine: Altså ... jeg vil jo sige ... jeg tænker mere ... hvis det nu er smuttet med kondomet ... så det 
første man tænker ... det er sådan ... om man er blevet gravid, ikke om man har fået en kønssygdom ...  
Lasse: Aha ... 
 
Trine: ... man tænker mere over man er blevet gravid synes jeg ... 
 
De andre piger: Ja ... 
 
(Kort pause ...) 
  
Lasse: Har i sådan en fornemmelse af ... altså de unge ... altså ... nu har i måske ikke så meget at 
sammenligne med ... men øh ... men er der sådan en tendens til at man er blevet lidt mere afstumpet og 
tager lidt mere løst på det ... og øh ... tænker ’Nåh ja, altså’ ... det kan klares med en fortrydelsespille ... 
og øh ... ’om ikke andet så kan jeg få en abort’ ... og øh ... er det sådan ... fordi jeg kan forestille mig ... 
at dengang vores forældre unge ... nu skal jeg helt derud ik’ ... men jeg tænker også da jeg var ung ... 
var teenager ... og øh ... 14-15 år og begyndte at fjolle rundt ... det kunne jeg aldrig komme med 
nogensinde ...   
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David: Der var ikke noget der hed køns- ... 
 
Lasse: Nej er du sindsyg mand! 
 
David: Der var ikke noget der hed kønssygdomme for mig dengang ... 
 
Lasse: Nej ... fandme nej! 
 
David: Det var gravid eller ej! 
 
Lasse: (53) Ja! 
 
(Pigerne griner i kor) 
 
David: Der var sgu ikke nogle ... der tænkte på ... om det så var ... 
 
Lasse: De store ting ikke ... Aids var der ... og 
David: Ja, men det var jo ikke noget vi var bange for ...  
 
Lasse: Næh ... 
 
David: Vi var bange for kyssesyge ... men det ... men det var sådan lidt ... det var ikke ... 
 
Lasse: Det kunne man få andre steder fra ...  
 
David: Ja ... det er jo det ikke ... 
 
(Anna fniser lidt) 
 
David: ... bare at dele en flaske ik’ ... så er det nok! Det var det store jeg tænkte på ... der var sgu ikke 
rigtig andet ... 
 
(Længere pause ...) 
 
David: Skal vi sige tak for i dag? 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of Ung2006 
 
 
Statistics related to the youths aged between 14 – 17 years old 
One of our primary sources relies on statistics based on a 2007-report by Lisbeth B. Knudsen, 
UNG2006, 15-24 åriges seksualitet – viden, holdning, og adfærd
14; providing information followed by 
statistics about  the attitudes and knowledge of young people about sexuality, sexual diseases and 
unplanned pregnancy. 
The analysis in the report takes its shape from an internet based investigation named UNG2006, made 
by the “Sundhedsstyrelse”15, whose results were used as a contribution for sex diseases prevention and 
unplanned pregnancy. The investigation provided information that shaped the questionnaire for the 
focus group, a group of young people, aged between 15 and 24 years old. The focus group was made of 
10000 people, 7700 Danes and 2300 foreigners, out of whom 3757 participated, giving a margin 
percentage of 37.6%. At the end 3695 answers where retained. Table1 shows the statistics of the 
participants. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the knowledge about topics such as sex diseases, prevention or abortion, the report presents the 
following statistics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
14 (In English) UNG2006, 15 to 24 years old sexuality’s knowledge, approach and behavior 
15 (In English) National Board of Health 
3 Source: Ung200615-24-åriges seksualitet – viden, holdninger og adfærd, Lisbeth B. Knudsen, 2007 
 Age group Danes Foreigner Total 
15-19 874 194 1068 Boys 
20-24 561 94 655 
15-19 1031 146 1177 Girls 
20-24 699 96 795 
Total  3165 530 3695 
      Table 1. Statistics of the15-24’s youth that participated to the interview.3 
 
Topics Boys Girls Total 
Prevention 83.7 88.6 86.1 
Sex and feelings 80.0 81.8 80.9 
Pregnancy 72.6 85.6 78.9 
Sex disease 55.5 53.2 54.4 
Abortion 43.6 49.7 46.7 
Table 2. In percentage, statistics on the knowledge of sex and its surrounding topics. 3 
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On the knowledge about contraceptives or prevention methods: 
 
Among those young people, about 23% of the boys and 10% of the girls do not think about protecting 
themselves against sexual diseases. 
The table below shows statistics on sexual activity of youth with an age ranged between 15 and 24 
years old. 
 
Our frame range is 14 – 17 years old, where from this table; the percentage of sex activity oscillates 
between 40 and 70. With such an average percentage, what do they know about sex before and after 
their first sexual act? How does a viral video campaign carry their attention during their sexual activity 
and help them protecting themselves against STD? 
Knowledge about 
prevention methods 
Knowledge about sex 
diseases 
 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Condoms 98.5 89.9 98.0 99.0 
Diaphragm 11.9 8.6 10.4 6.8 
Contraceptive pills 15.3 9.7 14.8 9.3 
Spiral 9.7 6.4 8.7 4.9 
Table 3. In percentage, the knowledge about prevention methods and sex diseases 3 
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Appendix 3 – Interview guide (Danish version) 
 
 
Viden om smitsomme kønssygdomme 
1. Hvad ved i som smitsomme kønssygdomme? 
2. Hvorfra har i jeres viden om S.K.? 
3. Hvilken form for S.K. har i mest kendskab til? 
4. På baggrund af jeres viden, diskuter konsekvenserne af S.K.!  
5. Hvem foretrækker i at tale med om S.K.? 
 
Viden om kondomer 
1. Hvad ved i om kondomer? 
2. Hvad er kondomets funktion? 
3. Bruger i selv kondomer? 
4. Hvordan får i adgang til kondomer? 
5. Ved i hvordan man bruger kondomer? 
6. Hvorfor bruger i kondomer? 
7. Køber i dem eller får i dem udleveret gratis (hvor)? 
8. Hvilke erfaringer har i med at købe kondomer? 
9. Har i altid kondomer parat når de skal bruges? 
10. Hvis ja, hvorfor? Hvis nej, hvad gør i så? 
 
Viral/spredte video kampagner på nettet  
1. Hvilke hjemmesider foretrækker i når plejer jeres sociale netværk? 
2. Hvad bruger i disse hjemmesider til? 
3. Har i stiftet bekendtskab med nogle seje/imponerende videoer på disse hjemmesider? 
4. Hvad ville karakterisere en fed video efter jeres mening? 
5. Hvordan reagerer i når i finder/opdager en fed video på disse hjemmesider? 
6. Kan i nævne en bestemt video som i husker bedst, og hvorfor? 
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Appendix 4 - ‘A fishy first date’ Data disc 
 
The video file should play using QuickTime or VLC player. 
